
1 A LALAoUNIS gem-set torque bangle, from Greek designer 
Ilias Lalaounis, sculpted with two Byzantine-styled lion heads 
in yellow metal, decorated with twelve dark blue faceted 
sapphires, two emeralds and four round rubies as eyes, Greek 
hallmarked with maker's mark and 'A.21 750', inner 
circumference approximately measuring at 15 cm, total weight 
of item 33.7 grams. £600-800

2 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, comprises a plain D-section 
ring with Birmingham hallmarks and engraving of 'WALKER', 
dated 1923, ring size R½, total weight of item 4.7 grams. £180-
220

3 A lot consisting of a pendant, a pair of earrings and a ring. The 
pendant is a symbol from the Hebrew word 'Chai' (means life), 
yellow metal on a bail, Italian hallmarked as 750; The pair of 
French enamel earrings each comprises of an oval plaque 
approximately measuring 12 x 15 mm, depicting a lady and a 
gentleman respectively, set on yellow metal lever-back fittings, 
unmarked. A pink paste ring, where a faceted glass measuring 
13.7 mm has been claw set on a base metal mount, with 
beading details around, to a wide shank measuring 7.3 mm, 
ring size is N and unmarked. Total weight of items 18.1 grams. 
(3) £100-150

4 A silver drop necklace with blue and white stones, consisting of 
a target pendant and a sodalite drop, on a 38 cm cable chain 
with a spring clasp, total weight of items 5.0 grams. £200-300

5 *Withdrawn*
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6 A sapphire and diamond pendant on chain, consisting of a 
marquise-shaped sapphire with deep body colour, claw set on 
a mount with round diamond accents, to a ribbon pendant 
surround measuring 2.2 x 1.1 cm in dimensions, attached to a 
39.0 cm square snake chain stamped as 750, total weight of 
item 6.2 grams. £200-300

7 A sapphire entourage ring, consisting of an oval brilliant-cut 
sapphire with vivid and intense blue body colour, 
approximately measuring 8.4 x 6.7mm, claw set on an 18ct 
white gold mount, encircled with white round diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 0.26ct pavé-set on a surround, 
shoulders are further pavé-set with graduated diamonds, to a 
tapered plain flat shank, London hallmarked as 750, dated 
2012, ring size R, total weight of item 4.2 grams. £6,000-8,000

8 A suite of turquoise necklace, bracelet and a matching pair of 
earrings, consisting of a necklace where turquoise cabochons 
are set in an intricate mount, with engravings of beading 
details and floral ornaments at the front as well as the back of 
the plaque, on a similarly fashioned bail, connecting to a 
turquoise beaded chain with foliate spacers, fastened with 
spring ring clasp, bail and pendant approximately measuring 6 
cm long, and chain measuring at 40 cm; the bracelet has an 
oval turquoise cabochon surrounded by smaller round stones 
collet set on a white metal mount in the centre, detailly 
engraved with foliate details, flanked with smaller links which 
also have turquoise cabochon highlights, fastened with a 
tongue and groove clasp, measuring 19 cm long; the pair of 
drop earrings each comprises turquoise cabochons collet set 
in foliate decorated mount, with screw back fittings, drop 
approximately measuring 5 cm. All items unmarked, total 
weight of items 60.0 grams (3).
Thought to be Austro-Hungarian. £200-300

9 A pair of cone-shaped drop earrings, each comprises a yellow 
precious metal long cone with wirework details, chain tassels 
with spherical terminations dangling from bottom, backed with 
peg and butterfly fittings, Bahrain hallmarked as 875 (indicates 
21ct), approximately measuring 5.0 cm in drop length, total 
weight of items 8.7 grams. £300-500
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10 An Edwardian brooch, containing a glazed miniature of a lady, 
framed with a floral ornated white metal surround set with seed 
pearls, fitted with pin-steam and C-catch, unmarked, brooch 
measuring 2.8 x 2.7 cm, total weight of item 6.4 grams. £200-
300

11 Bulgari. A full hoop Bulgari B Zero diamond ring; the central 
round brilliant cut diamond band between 18 carat white gold 
borders. Size L. 7.74 grams. Cased and with papers. £500-700

12 A turquoise pendant, comprises a pear-shaped turquoise 
cabochon, approximately measuring 19.3 x 13.8 mm, rub over 
set on a yellow metal open-back mount with wirework border, 
on a bail, stamped '14K', total weight of item 5.7 grams. £200-
300

13 A Mid-century pearl and diamond cocktail ring, consisting of 
two baroque pearls with purplish tones, approximately 
measuring 8.0 mm and 5.6 mm respectively, mounted on an 
organic-formed yellow metal lost wax cast, with eight round 
brilliant diamond highlights of an estimated total weight of 
0.55ct, unmarked, ring size L½, total weight of item 19.9 
grams.
Thought to be Arthur King styled £400-600

14 An 18ct bi-coloured gold bow brooch with gemstone accents, 
consisting of small round sapphires and rubies, claw set on a 
florentine finished surround resembling a multi-loop bow, 
highlighting with graduated round white stones pavé set on a 
white gold mount in the centre, with hinged pin stem and safety 
catch, London hallmarked as 750, dated 1959, with maker's 
mark 'SS', approximately measuring at 6.0 x 2.5 cm, total 
weight of item 13.1 grams. £600-800
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15 A five-stone diamond ring, comprises of graduated round old-
cut diamonds of an estimated total weight of 0.91ct, claw set 
on a white gold mount, to a tapered 18ct yellow gold flat shank, 
London hallmarked as 750 with maker's mark 'EWA', ring size 
M, total weight of item 3.4 grams £500-700

16 A three stone diamond cross over ring; the mixed old cut 
diamonds in claw mounts to a crossover mount and plain 
shank marked '18c'. Ring size J1/2, 2.63 grams Boxed £100-
150

17 A ruby and diamond cluster ring; the central oval cut ruby in 
rub over mount within a surround of tapering baguette cut 
diamonds in bi-coloured mount to a bar set gallery. Plain shank 
marked 18ct. Ruby approximately 8.31 x 6.79 x 4.56mm Ring 
size L. 7grams. £2,000-3,000

18 Two pendant necklaces, one consisting of 'floating' gemstones 
in a transparent rectangular prism forming initial 'L', in a 18ct 
yellow gold frame with bail measuring 3.5 x 1.3 cm, with a curb 
chain and spring ring clasp measuring 59.5 cm in length, 
London hallmarked 750 with maker's mark 'TAR', dated 1976; 
the second one comprises a white cubic zirconia claw set to a 
9ct gold geometrical surround, with a wheat chain and spring 
ring clasp measuring 43 cm in length, London hallmarked 375, 
total weight of items 17.0 grams (2). £260-360

19 A lot consists of three amber bead necklaces, an amber 
brooch and a pair of Turkman metal cuff bracelets, one of the 
necklaces comprises a string of rounded disc-shaped amber 
beads, with metal ring spacers, connected with a toggle clasp, 
unmarked, approximately measuring 45.5 cm long; the second 
necklace comprises a string of graduated clear amber chip 
beads, approximately measuring 88.0 cm long; the last 
necklace has a string of amber chip beads, featuring larger 
pieces of amber beads in the centre, closing with a screw 
clasp, measuring 45.0 cm long; the brooch has a piece of clear 
triangular amber, carved with auricular motifs, backed with pin 
and catch, measuring 4.5 x 5.5 cm; the pair of metal cuffs have 
red oval paste cabochons set on each open bracelet. Total 
weight of items 454.3 grams (5).
The brooch has a spider inside the amber. £100-150
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20 A pink sapphire solitaire ring, comprises a round pale pink 
sapphire approximately measuring 3.8 mm, claw set on a white 
metal mount, to a yellow metal D-section shank with tapered 
shoulders, stamped '18ct', ring size N, total weight of item 2.9 
grams. £100-150

21 A Pascal Jewellery (renamed as Annoushka) gem-set 
necklace, consisting of various sized checkerboard-cut blue 
topazes, white topazes and amethysts, claw collet set in 18ct 
white gold textured mount, emblazoned with five brilliant round 
diamonds, connected to a fine cable chain and fastened with a 
lobster clasp, British hallmarked 750 with maker's mark 'PJ', 
accompanied with an Annoushka box, approximately 
measuring 70 cm in length, total weight of item 7.5 grams. 
£200-300

22 A solitaire diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond, 
approximately 1ct, H, VSI, four claw set in white metal 
stamped 950 Plat, ring size K 1/2, 4.4grams gross. £1,500-
2,000

23 A bypass diamond ring with double daisy heads, consists of 
diamond clusters estimating a total weight of 0.15cts, rub over 
set in a daisy-shaped metal mount stamped '8ct', to a D 
section shank, ring size K½, total weight of item 3.4 grams. 
£200-300

24 A diamond bar brooch in the form of a three-leaf clover, set 
with three old round-cut diamonds, approximate diameter of 
stones 4.3-4.5 mm, on a yellow metal bar, unmarked, 4.2 
grams. £200-300
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25 Tiffany. A gold and mother of pearl T wire bangle; 18 carat 
gold with mother of pearl T terminals. Signed and hallmarked. 
6.64 grams £200-300

26 An emerald and diamond three-tier dress ring, consisting of a 
central emerald-cut emerald, approximately measuring 9.5 x 
7.8 mm, with a slightly bluish light chrome green body colour, 
corner claw set in a yellow mount, a total of 46 round brilliant 
diamonds pavé set on the two-tiered bi-coloured mount, with a 
further twelve round diamond set on the triangular shoulders, 
approximately total diamond weight 1.35ct, to a tapered 
rectangular profile white shank of 4.7 mm wide, stamped as 
'18k and 750', total weight of item 13.7 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £8,275, dated December 2016. 
£2,500-3,000

27 A lot of two pearl bar brooches, one consisting of four pearls 
sizing 2.5 and 3.8 mm, set on a 9ct gold mount with 
geometrical details, with a hinged pin stem and modern safety 
catch, London hallmarked as 375, dated 1987 with maker's 
mark C&F - Cropp and Farr, approximately measuring 5.0 x 
0.7 cm; other consisting of a 6.1 mm pearl set in the centre, 
flanked with two round sapphire cabochon rub over set on a 
foliated mount, with a tube hinged pin stem and safety catch, 
unmarked, measuring 4.3 x 0.6 cm. Total weight of items 7.2 
grams (2). £260-300

28 A diamond cluster dress ring; the four tiers of round brilliant cut 
diamonds in claw mounts and centred with a single stone 
round brilliant cut diamond in six claw mount; reeded white 
precious metal shoulders and shank; marked '750'. Centre 
stone is estimated to be 0.60 carats. Ring size N, 8.9 grams 
£500-700

29 A pair of Erté 'Nile' earrings, each comprises round sapphire 
cabochon accents on the bi-coloured precious metal art deco 
style wing form mount, with clip and post fittings, hand-signed 
and numbered as 187 from a limited edition of 250, metal 
stamped as '14K', featured in the Erté book, approximately 
measuring 5.2 x 2.7 cm, total weight of item 21.6 grams. £300-
500
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30 A single stone brown diamond ring, the cushion cut diamond 
collet set in white, with a yellow ropetwist collar, and white 
tapering bombe mount, diamond approximate dimensions 7.4 
x 6.3 x 5.4mm, ring size F1/2 £1,200-1,800

31 A pair of coral pendant earrings; the carved coral roses in 
yellow metal cruciform frame mounts to hoop fittings. 4.5cm 
length; gross weight 22.33 grams £80-120

32 A pair of silver art deco ear clips, consisting of seed pearl 
highlight on an onyx panel, edged with a pavéd marcasite 
border, approximately measured 12.7 x 12.3 mm, total weight 
of items 4.4 grams. £120-180

33 A 19th century mourning brooch converted into a ring, with a 
central agate cameo surrounded by a band of seed pearls and 
a band of round cut garnets, overall 3cm x 2.2cm, ring size S, 
11.3 grams gross. £200-300

34 A diamond tennis bracelet, set with thirty-three round brilliant 
diamonds, each weighing an average 0.40ct, with an 
approximate total diamond weight of 13.20ct, each four claw 
set in individual, articulated basket settings, mounted in 18ct 
white gold fastened with a discrete box clasp and two figure of 
eight safety catches, London hallmarked with maker's mark 'M 
Ltd', along with Italian marks, dated 2022, bracelet measuring 
18 cm long, total weight of item 23.8 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the 
bracelet, stating replacement value as £45,250, dated April 
2022. £15,000-20,000
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35 A yellow metal bangle, decorated with pierced, engraved and 
burred patterns, as well as sandblast finished sections, with 
inner diametres approximately measuring 5.7 cm and 2.0 cm 
wide, hallmarked as 'AS22ct', total weight of item 23.4 grams. 
£700-900

36 An aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the oval mixed cut 
aquamarine 10.2mm x 8mm, surrounded by brilliant cut 
diamonds, set in 18ct white gold, ring size O, 5.1grams gross 
£300-500

37 A suite of 14ct white gold and diamond necklace, earrings and 
ring. The necklace comprises a 0.06ct round brilliant diamond, 
tension set on a bifurcated white gold mount stamped as '585', 
half satin-finished and half mirror-finished, attached to a fine 
cable chain securing with a spring-ring clasp, measuring 43.5 
cm long; a pair of lever-back earrings with the same bifurcated 
motifs with diamond highlights; a ring with similar fashioned 
mount, tension-set with a round brilliant diamond, to a tapered 
flat shank, stamped as '585', ring size O. Total weight of items 
7.9 grams (3). £150-250

38 A pair of Crinnan Jewellery Ltd. modernist 18ct gold cufflinks, 
each consisting of textured abstract roughcast, backed with a 
hinged toggle, London hallmarked as 750 with maker's mark 
'CJLd', dated 1966 and 1967, approximately measuring 2.3 x 
1.4 cm, total weight of items 13.5 grams. £400-600

39 An 18ct gold three stones diamond ring, comprised of three 
old-cut diamonds, star set on a yellow gold band with a 
decorative edge, Birmingham hallmarked 750, dated 1990, ring 
size U½, band measuring 5.5mm wide, total weight of item 4.5 
grams. £150-250
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40 A 9 carat gold Mizpah ring; a single stone opal ring; a single 
stone diamond bar brooch and an engine-turned tie pin. Gross 
weight 9.74 grams (4) £100-150

41 A yellow metal, diamond, and sapphire ring, channel-set to 
centre with a row of calibre-cut sapphire, within two scalloped 
rows of round brilliant-cut diamonds, the diamonds of 
approximately 0.01 carats each, the shank marked 18k to 
exterior, (tests as 18ct gold), size Q 1/2, 4.5 grams £300-500

42 Assorted bead necklaces from semi-precious stones, a string 
of kumihimo braided sodalite chip beads, approximately 
measuring 41.0 cm; a string of kumihimo braided amethyst 
chip beads, measuring 43.0 cm; a string of kumihimo braided 
quartz chip beads, measuring 45.0 cm; a bowenite chip 
beaded necklace, measuring 88.0 cm; a red tiger's eye beaded 
necklace, measuring 64.0 cm; a multi-variety of polycrystalline 
quartz beaded necklace with metal spacers, measuring 77.0 
cm; a similarly designed polycrystalline quartz beaded 
necklace, measuring 80.0 cm. Total weight of item 470.0 
grams(7). £100-200

43 A collection of four brooches, comprising of a silver and 
enamel dragonfly brooch, a Victorian white metal and enamel 
brooch, a white metal flowerhead brooch and a silver plated 
wreath brooch, (4) £100-150

44 A lot consists of three rings, one comprises a marquise cubic 
zirconia, claw set on an 18ct yellow gold mount to a tapered D-
section shank, Birmingham hallmarked as 750, ring size M; 
one comprises three round sapphires rub over set on a 9ct 
gold foliate mount, with split pearls accents to a tapered flat 
shank, Birmingham hallmarked 375, ring size Q; one 
comprises diamonds pavé set on a white metal celtic knot 
mount, to a yellow metal tapered shank, stamped 'DIA', ring 
size Q½, total weight of items 10.0 grams (3). £200-300
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45 A pair of Kutchinsky platinum and 18ct yellow gold diamond 
earrings, each comprises a flower head with layering textured 
petals, round brilliant diamond highlights on platinum mounts 
of estimated total carat weight 0.44ct, with peg and omega clip 
fittings, hand-signed and London hallmarked with maker's 
mark, dated 1968, approximately measuring 2.4 x 2.3 cm, total 
weight of item 20.2 grams. £1,500-2,500

46 A Kutchinsky platinum and 18ct yellow gold diamond ring, 
comprises a flower head with layering textured petals, round 
brilliant diamond highlights on platinum mounts of estimated 
total carat weight 0.33ct, to a tapered D-section shank, London 
hallmarked with maker's mark, dated 1962, ring size Q, head 
measuring 2.5 x 2.1 cm, total weight of item 16.5 grams. 
£1,500-2,500

47 A Kutchinsky platinum and 18ct yellow gold diamond bracelet, 
comprises articulated links in form of layering flower heads 
with textured petals, round brilliant diamond highlights on 
platinum mounts of estimated total carat weight 3.3ct, secured 
with tongue and groove clasp and safety catch, hand-signed 
and London hallmarked with maker's mark, dated 1966, 
approximately measuring 1.7 cm wide 19 cm in length, total 
weight of item 68.6 grams. £5,000-7,000

48 A Kutchinsky enamel and diamond-set belt buckle ring, 
consisting of eighteen round brilliant diamonds of estimated 
total carat weight 0.18ct, fishtail pavé set on a white gold 
mount resembling a belt buckle, to yellow gold thick band with 
green enamel detailing, London hallmarked with maker's mark, 
dated 1969, ring size J, band measuring 9.9 mm in width, total 
weight of item 10.3 grams. £700-900

49 A Kutchinsky enamelled and textured 18ct gold link bracelet, 
consists of green enamel panels on textured geometrical 
hinged links, fastens with a tongue and groove clasp along 
with fold-over safety catch, London hallmarked with date letter 
'q' for 1971, and Kutchinsky maker's mark, measuring 4.0 cm 
wide and inner circumference 17.0 cm, total weight of item 
96.0 grams. £4,000-5,000
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50 A Kutchinsky ruby and diamond slide bracelet, comprises an 
18ct yellow gold woven link terminates with a white gold mount 
pavé-set with six round diamonds of an estimated total weight 
of 0.18ct, edged with wheat chain fringes; the fold-over clasp is 
decorated with a leaf-shaped mount, encrusted with twenty-
one rubies sizing from 2.2 to 3.7 mm in diametres, highlighted 
with a collet set marquise brilliant diamond about 0.21ct as the 
stem, fully signed along with maker's mark 'Kutchinsky', 
London hallmarked, dated 1960, bracelet measuring 12.4 mm 
wide and 26.5 cm in length, accompanied with the original 
case, total weight of item 60.3 grams. £2,000-3,000

51 A suite of ruby and diamond brooch with a matching pair of 
earrings. The floral brooch consists of forty-four round rubies 
individually claw-set on a yellow metal mount, highlighted with 
two marquise diamonds and a row of calibré-set baguette-cut 
diamonds in a white metal surmount, backed with pin-stem and 
safety catch fittings, approximately measuring 6.5 x 2.3 cm, 
unmarked; The pair of earrings has a similar foliate motif, each 
was pavé-set with forty-two rubies and diamond accents and 
mounted to a lever-back fitting, approximately measuring 3.0 x 
1.0 cm, unmarked. Total weight of items 19.7 grams (2). 
£1,200-1,500

52 An 18ct yellow gold wedding ring, consisting of a plain D-
section band, with convention hallmark 750 and maker's mark 
'RJ', ring size T, total weight of item 4.7 grams. £150-200

53 A sapphire and diamond pendant, consisting of an oval 
sapphire with deep blue body colour and modified brilliant-cut, 
approximately measuring 9.9 x 7.8 mm, claw set to a white 
metal mount pavé set with round brilliant diamonds, with an 
open-back surround with scrollwork details, attached to an 
articulated diamond-set bail, unmarked, pendant measures 2.7 
x 1.2 cm, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £2,000-3,000

54 An early to mid 19th century topaz brooch; the central lozenge 
-shaped panel of open scrolling design and set with an oval 
and two rectangular step cut foiled pink topaz*; in closed back 
setting; and suspending in a single stone drop in similar 
scrolling mount. 7 x 10 cm. in fitted case. circa 1830. 

* Note:- The closed settings of the stones prevent thorough 
gemological testing, but they appear to be pale pink topaz 
against an enhanced pink foiled backing. £2,500-3,500
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55 A butterscotch coloured amber bead necklace, strung with 
barrel-shaped opaque beads, approximately measuring 93 cm, 
total weight of item 
106.6 grams. £200-300

56 A yellow metal and citrine bar brooch, set with a mixed round-
cut stone, approximately 8.7 mm diameter, mount 
unmarked,brooch 6.2 cm long, 3.5 grams. £80-120

57 A pair of 15ct gold oval cufflinks, each consisting of plain oval 
yellow gold panels approximately measuring 1.8 x 1.3 cm, 
connected with cable chain, Birmingham hallmarked 625, 
dated 1917, with maker's mark 'GJ' for G. H. JOHNSTONE & 
CO. total weight of item 8.6 grams. £150-250

58 A seed pearl necklace, strung with briolette cut citrine drops, 
33cms long £100-150

59 An Etruscan revival gold brooch, consisting of a cross motif in 
the centre, pavé set with seed pearls on a blue enamel 
bordered mount, to a round domed surround including a 
quatrefoil motif, with wirework and granulation details, hand-
engraved 'L.G.J-I.J.B Xmas 1898' on the reverse, with tube 
hinged pin stem and C-catch fittings, overall dimensions 
approximately measuring 4.0 x 4.0 cm, total weight of item 
21.1 grams. £600-800
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60 An 18ct gold diamond solitaire ring, with a round brilliant 
diamond weighing 1.58ct, H colour, VS2 clarity, claw set on a 
white gold mount, to a 2.2 mm wide D-section yellow gold 
shank, Birmingham hallmarked as 750 with maker's mark 
'DOM', ring size O, total weight of item 5.9 grams. 
Together with EGL diamond certificate, also with an insurance 
replacement valuation for the ring, stating replacement value 
as £11,200, dated December 2006. £4,500-5,500

61 A diamond cathedral engagement ring, consisting of a round 
brilliant central diamond of 0.37cts, claw set on a high mount 
with pierced under gallery, smaller round diamonds pavé set 
on shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, stamped as '18K', ring 
size measuring at Q½, total weight of item 2.4 grams. 

Together with GIA certificate, the central diamond stating 
colour and clarity to be D, VS2, dated April 2013. £500-700

62 A mix lot of silver items, mostly with silver rings, some stone-
set, some signet rings, an open bangle, and some necklaces. 
Total weight of lot is approximately 220 grams. £80-120

63 A ruby entourage converted pendant on chain, consisting of an 
oval natural ruby approximately measuring 13.4 x 10.8 mm, 
encircled with round brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total 
weight of 0.84cts, claw set on a white metal mount, with a 
yellow metal ring frame and bail, to a 39.0 cm cable chain 
stamped as 750, overal dimensions for pendant measuring 
20.4 x 18.9 mm, total weight of item 12.4 grams. £2,000-3,000

64 A Belle Époque diamond bar brooch, comprises a transitional-
cut diamond of estimated carat weight 1.34ct in the centre, 
flanked with two smaller old European cut diamonds, collet set 
on a millgrain edged platinum mount, embellished with pavé-
set single-cut and rose-cut diamonds, backed with yellow gold 
pin stem and a levered safety catch, approximately measuring 
5.7 x 1.3 cm, total weight of item 7.5 grams. £1,500-2,000
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65 A lot consisting of two topaz necklaces, one has an emerald-
cut 9.9 x 7.9 mm blue topaz, claw set on a 9ct white gold 
mount with bail, to a 45.0 cm fine box-link chain with spring 
ring clasp, London hallmarked 375; one has a square-shaped 
step-cut 5.5 x 5.5 mm blue topaz, collet set on a 9ct white gold 
bevelled mount with bail, to a 45.0 cm fine curb-link chain, 
hallmarked as 375. Total weight of items 4.7 grams (2). £150-
250

66 A diamond pendant, comprises a heart-shaped brilliant-cut 
white diamond of 1.69ct, claw corner set on a white metal 
mount, attached to a plain bail, unmarked, pendant 
approximately measuring 14.5 x 8.4 mm, total weight of item 
1.8 grams. 

Together with GIA certificate, the diamond stating colour and 
clarity to be D, VS2, dated December 2015. £4,000-6,000

67 A Victorian string of natural pearls with a diamond-set clasp, 
consisting of a knotted string of 102 graduating natural pearls 
measuring between 2.5mm to 4.9mm approximately onto a 
square-shaped clasp measuring 14.3 x 9.3mm with a safety 
chain, set with old-cut diamonds with an approximate diamond 
weight of 1.20ct. 
Total weight of the item: 10.2 grams 
Total weight of the string of pearls approximately: 7.7 grams 
£1,500-2,000

68 A diamond and bi-coloured precious metal line bracelet, 
consisting of one larger old-cut diamond, and six smaller 
diamonds graduating from the centre, estimated total weight of 
0.34ct, collet set in a bi-coloured mount, connecting to hinged 
links, closing with a box clasp with figure of eight safety catch, 
Russian hallmarked as '56' (14K), approximately measuring at 
18 cm long, total weight of item 10.2 grams. £300-500

69 A coral necklace, comprises a string of round pale orangey-
pink coral beads of 5 mm, attached with a plain yellow metal 
box clasp, approximately measuring 132.5 cm in length, total 
weight of item 55.2 grams. £100-150
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70 A Tiffany & Co. Paloma Picasso yellow gold flower bracelet, 
comprised of puffed up flower-shaped links with a bright 
hammered finish, fastened by a groove and tongue clasp and 
figure of eight safety catch, hand-signed and Italian hallmarked 
as 750, approximately measuring 1.5 cm wide and 17.8 cm 
long, total weight of item 66.2 grams. £1,500-2,000

71 A five stone half hoop diamond ring, the slightly graduated 
mixed old cut diamonds in claw mounts to a plain shank , 
marked '18ct'. Ring size M; together with a three stone half hop 
diamond ring, the slightly graduated round brilliant cut diamond 
in claw mounts to a plain white metal shank marked '18ct'. 
Ring size L1/2. Gross weight 4.11 grams (2) £100-150

72 An art deco style pearl and diamond ring, comprises an egg-
shaped pearl with a yellow tint approximately measuring 6.2 x 
5.7 mm, set on a white metal mount with old cut diamonds 
pavé set on the shoulders and millgrain details, to a tapered 
flat shank stamped 'PLATIN', ring size K, total weight of item 
2.3 grams. £300-500

73 Two rings each with two pearls and a pearl necklace, 
consisting of two matching rings, with two pearls approximately 
measuring 7.2 mm set on a bypass mount, to a flat shank, 
stamped '18K', ring size O and L respectively; the pearl 
necklace comprises graduated pearls sizing from 3.3 mm to 
7.1 mm, hand knotted on silk thread, fastened with an 
embellished pearl clasp, measuring 55.5 cm in length, total 
weight of items 20.4 grams (3). £200-300

74 A gold signet ring, featuring a carved coat of arms with runic 
symbols on the escutcheon, on a bright-cut engraved sunburst 
plaque, with thistle motifs detailing on the shoulders, to a 
tapered shank, stamped as '750', cushion-shaped head 
measuring 1.5 x 1.5 cm, ring size M½, total weight of item 12.9 
grams. £400-600
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75 A sapphire and white stone bracelet, comprises graduated 
sized hinged links, with alternating single-cut sapphires and 
white faceted stones claw set on a white metal mount, 
fastened with a groove and tongue clasp and figure of eight 
safety catch, unmarked, approximately measuring 18.0 cm, 
total weight of item 29.6 grams. £200-300

76 An 18ct bi-coloured gold diamond ring, consisting of five 
graduated round brilliant diamonds, estimated total weight of 
0.44ct, rub over set on a white gold mount, on a tapered flat 
shank, Birmingham hallmarked 750, with Millenium mark, and 
maker's mark 'M&M', ring size M½, total weight of item 4.5 
grams. £400-600

77 A lot consisting of four bar brooches, a brooch with an 
enamelled insignia of The King's Own Scottish Borderers, 
soldered to a bar brooch with hinged pin stem and catch, 
stamped '15ct', approximately measuring 4.5 x 2.4 cm; a 
brooch with seed pearls set in a swallow-formed gold 
surround, to a bar brooch with hinged pin stem and catch, 
engraved with initials 'J&M', hallmarked as 15ct, approximately 
measuring 4.0 x 1.5 cm; a bi-coloured gold plain bar brooch 
with a pearl set in the centre, with hinged pin stem and catch, 
hallmarked as 9ct with maker's mark CSFS, measuring 5.0 x 
0.3 cm; a dragonfly bar brooch with an oval green paste and 
split pearls highlights, to a bar brooch with hinged pin stem and 
C-catch along with a safety chain, metal unmarked, measuring 
5.8 x 2.5 cm. Total weight of items 14.1 grams (4). £150-250

78 A lot consists of three strings of pearl necklaces and one pearl 
bracelet, the first necklace comprises a string of 6.3 mm white 
round pearls with pink overtones, hand-knotted to a 14ct 
yellow gold clasp with white stone accents, hallmarked as 585 
with maker's mark 'JKa', approximately measuring 54 cm long; 
the second necklace comprises a string graduated round 
yellow-tinted pearls with pink overtones, approximately 
measuring 6.0 - 9.3 mm in diametres, hand-knotted to a pink 
metal barrel shaped clasp, unmarked, measuring 55 cm in 
length; the third necklace comprises 5.9 mm round pearls with 
yellow-tint, hand-knotted to a yellow gold ball clasp, 
hallmarked as 9ct with maker's mark 'JKa', measuring 45 cm in 
length; the bracelet comprises two rows of off-round yellow 
pearls approximately measuring 8.4 mm in diametres, hand-
knotted with metal spacing plates, to a yellow metal box clasp 
with pearl highlight, unmarked, measuring 21 cm in length. 
Total weight of items 115.6 grams (4). £300-500
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79 A Victorian gem-set bar brooch, consisting of a trefoil motif in 
the centre claw-set with an old-cut ruby, a sapphire and a 
diamond, surrounded by a diamond-encrusted crescent mount, 
adorned with six-pointed stars with diamond accents at both 
ends of the brooch, with pin stem and safety catch fittings, 
metal unmarked, approximately measuring 4.0 x 1.8 cm, total 
weight of item 3.3 grams. £300-400

80 A jade and pearl ring, claw set with two oval jade panels and 
two 3mm seed pearls, to yellow precious metal mount, 
stamped 'MG 585', ring size Q, 4.5 grams £200-350

81 A jade link bracelet, the oval jade panels alternating with 
yellow precious metal pierced longevity motif - Chinese 
character 'Shou', safety chain, stamped '14k 585 MG', in 
original Manchu Gems Ltd, Kowloon, Hong Kong case, 
17.5cms long, 14.4 grams £300-400

82 A pair of Cartier tri-coloured earrings, each consisting of 18ct 
gold half hoops in three different colours, backed with peg and 
omega fittings, London hallmarked as 750 with maker's mark 
'JC', signed by Cartier and numbered 'Q4714', dated 1977, 
cased in the original box, approximately measuring 2.3 x 1.7 
cm in dimensions, total weight of items 17.7 grams.
possibly from the 'trinity' series £600-800

83 A diamond and emerald half eternity ring, comprises three 
step-cut emeralds measuring 3.9 x 3.1 mm, alternating with 
four step-cut diamonds of an estimate total weight 0.72ct, 
channel set on a high profile yellow gold mount, to a tapered 
shank, with London import hallmarks '750', dated 1995, ring 
size P, total weight of item 7.3 grams. 

Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £4,250, dated November 2006. 
£600-800
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84 An 18 carat gold and malachite pendant'; the spherical 
malachite ball with heart-shaped mounts and scalloped cup 
base; to a looped bale. 4.5 cm length. Gross weight 19.69 
grams £80-120

85 A lot consists of three gold chains and two bar brooches, one 
comprises of a loose 9ct gold curb chain with a spring-ring 
clasp, British hallmarked, approximately measuring 19 cm 
long; a 9ct gold belch link bracelet fastened by a lobster clasp, 
with London import hallmarks, measuring 20 cm; a 9ct gold 
belch link necklace fastened by a spring-ring clasp, measuring 
39 cm long, with a round locket pendant, Birmingham 
hallmarked; a turquoise bar brooch comprises of a row of 
round turquoise cabochons set on a yellow metal mount with a 
millgrain border, to a pin stem and C-catch, with maker's mark, 
measuring 2.0 x 0.3 cm; a 9ct gold bar brooch with a crown 
plaque, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 'J.W.B', 
measuring 4.5 x 0.7 cm. Total weight of items 19.8 grams (5). 
£200-300

86 A high carat gold ring with rubies, comprises a bright pink 
single-cut ruby in the centre approximately measuring 4mm, 
gypsy set on a pierced gold mount with forged foliate details, 
highlighted by pavé-set ruby accents, to a tapered shank, 
unmarked, ring size J½, total weight of item 3.9 grams. £150-
200

87 A gem-set scenic brooch depicting two birds on a branch, with 
diamonds, emeralds, red and pink faceted stones, set on a 
white precious metal mount with foliate surround and hand-
engraved details, backed with a pin stem and safety catch 
fittings, unmarked, approximately measuring 6.1 x 4.0 cm, total 
weight of item 21.7 grams.
White metal tests as platinum. £800-1,200

88 A ruby and diamond necklace, bracelet and earrings en suite; 
the necklace a composed of nine, three stone cabochon ruby 
and brilliant cut diamond segments, between 'S' link chain 
sections, to a trigger clasp; a bracelet en suite with seven ruby 
and diamond segments and a pair of ruby and diamond 
earrings comprising an oval cabochon ruby in rub over mount 
below a three stone round brilliant cut diamond trefoil 
surmount. 
Necklace 41cm length; bracelet 20cm length. Gross weight 
34.43 grams £1,500-2,500
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88A A Stephen Webster Vertigo gaining perspective diamond and 
enamel ring, consisting of tapered baguette-cut diamonds and 
round brilliant cut diamonds with a weight of 1.24ct G-VS on 
18ct white gold with a ring size of O, total weight of item 12.1 
grams 
Dimensions - 25mm wide head £2,500-3,000

89 A three-stone peridot ring, comprises three round peridots 
each approximately measuring 4.7 mm, claw set on a white 
metal high mount with textured foliate motifs, to a bifurcated 
and grooved shank, unmarked, ring size N, total weight of item 
5.0 grams. £150-200

90 A silver gilt and cameo bracelet, set with filigree panels, the 
clasp marked 800. £150-250

91 A sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of a square table-cut 
sapphire with dark blue body colour, approximately measuring 
3.0 x 3.0 mm, flanked by two round brilliant cut diamonds of an 
estimated total weight 0.20ct, claw set on a white 18ct gold 
mount, to a tapered yellow gold flat shank, London hallmarked 
as 750 with maker's mark 'EWA', dated 1995, ring size L½, 
total weight of item 2.7 grams. £200-300

92 A Theo Fennel ruby and diamond set wedding band, 
consisting of four rubies and four diamonds, flush set around a 
yellow gold D section band, hallmarked 750, dated 1997, ring 
size O, total weight of item 3.8 grams. £200-300
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93 A hinged diamond bangle, one side pavé-set with two rows of 
round single-cut diamonds, fastened with groove and tongue 
clasp and figure of eight safety catch, white metal unmarked, 
approximately 4.0 mm wide, interior measuring 5.1 x 5.9 cm in 
diametres, total weight of item 9.8 grams. £100-150

94 A George V London Mint sovereign gold coin, dated 1914, total 
weight of item 7.9 grams. £250-350

95 A quantity of gold items, consisting of two yellow metal 
butterfly fittings stamped '9ct'; two loose lobster clasps 
stamped '9ct'; one single Unoaerre creole earring; one 
turquoise pendant on an unmarked surround; one 9ct gold size 
I ring mount; one unmarked amethyst and peals cluster single 
drop earring; a pair of 9ct gold Albion cufflinks with initials P.F., 
London hallmarked as 375 and dated 1962; one British 
hallmarked 9ct gold locket with foliate engravings; one oval 
pendant with initial M and bright cut sunburst engraving at the 
reverse, with Middle Eastern maker's mark. Total weight of 
item 21.7 grams (11). £150-250

96 A diamond-set marquise panel ring, with round brilliant cut 
diamonds bead and bright set on a marquise bi-coloured 
precious metal mount with a pierced under gallery, with 
tapered and faceted shoulders to a flat shank, Soviet 
hallmarked as 583 (indicates 14ct) head measuring 2.4 x 0.9 
cm, ring size R, total weight of item 5.8 grams. £150-250

97 A pair of Tiffany & Co. Atlas groove ear clips, on omega clip 
fittings, with silver import mark 925 from London assay, dated 
1995, gold part stamped '750', total weight of items 8.6 grams. 
£150-250
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98 A garnet and split pearls pendant, consisting of a dark red oval 
garnet cabochon, approximately measuring 13.6 x 11.5 mm, 
rub over set in a closed-back yellow gold mount encircled with 
smaller round garnet cabochons and split pearls, conjoin with a 
pear-shaped garnet cabochon drop set on an open-back 
wirework mount, attached to bail, hallmarked 375, 4.3 x 2.2 cm 
in dimension, total weight of item 8.0 grams. £150-200

99 An Etruscan style turquoise brooch, comprises a central oval 
form boss encrusted with bead set round blue turquoise 
cabochons, bordered with granulation details, and applied 
wirework to the bloom gold surround, with a locket back, tube-
hinged pin and C-catch fittings, and a loop for pendant 
conversion, unmarked, overall dimension measuring 4.5 x 3.5 
cm, total weight of item 16.2 grams. £600-800

100 Two wedding bands, one comprises a plain D-section band 
with 3.3 mm width, in yellow metal stamped as '750', ring size 
P; one comprises a plain D-section band with 4.3 mm width, in 
yellow metal stamped as '585', ring size S½, total weight of 
items 8.6 grams (2). £150-250

101 A modernist 9ct gold abstract dress ring, consisting of five 
round white stones, claw set on a textured yellow precious 
metal mount, London import hallmark 375, dated 1968, 
maker's mark 'LH', ring size O, total weight of item 7.1 grams. 
£100-150

102 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring; the oval cut sapphire in 
four claw setting above a border of old rose cut diamonds, to a 
plain shank marked '18ct'. Ring size N12/2, 3.84 grams £100-
150
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103 A collection of white metal rings, some stamped '925', a 
matchbox cover with chased dragon design, Chinese character 
marks, 7.5 x 5cms, four yellow precious metal tie pins, one 
stamped '750', three pairs of costume jewellery earrings, and a 
leather coin pouch with three French coins (19) £100-150

104 A pair of Mauboussin Nadja Tahitian pearl ear clips, each 
consisting of a Tahitian pearl approximately measuring 8.3 mm 
in diameter, on a yellow gold mount with clip fittings, stamped 
'18K', total weight of items 9.8 grams. £550-650

105 A trellis diamond solitaire, consisting of a round brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.15ct, claw set on a 
twisted trellis mount, to a tapered flat shank stamped '750', ring 
size J½, total weight of item 2.0 grams. £150-250

106 A lot consists of three pearl necklaces, one comprises eight 
strands of Keshi pearls, with tiger eye's beads spaced between 
sections, closing with a yellow metal box clasp set with an oval 
tiger's eye cabochon, measuring 48.0 cm long, unmarked; 
second has a string of 5.4 mm cream coloured round pearls 
with pink overtones, attached to a grooved yellow metal clasp, 
measuring 45.0 cm, unmarked; third has a string of 5.3 mm 
cream coloured round pearls with pink overtones, attached to a 
9ct gold clasp, measuring 45.0 cm long, with international 
convention marks and maker's mark SJP. Total weight of items 
151.5 grams (3). £150-250

107 A diamond and emerald three stone ring, comprises an 
emerald-cut emerald measuring 6.6 x 5.0 mm, with deep green 
body colour, flanked by two slightly tinted round brilliant 
diamonds of estimated total weight 0.72ct, claw set on a white 
gold mount, to a tapered flat shank, Sheffield hallmarked as 
750 with maker's mark 'EF', ring size N, total weight of item 4.5 
grams. £1,200-1,500
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108 A belcher link watch chain, with a swivel seal fob, the clasp 
marked 9c, overall 63cm long £200-250

109 Boucher. A gilt metal and polychromatic paste bird of paradise 
brooch. 9.1cm length. (some stoness deficient) £80-120

110 A Kunzite and diamond cluster pendant, in 18ct rose gold, 
modern assay marks, to a 9ct rose gold trace link chain, 
pendant 2.2 by 1.3cms £260-360

111 A bracelet with nautical motifs links, with lobster clasp closure, 
in a yellow metal stamped '14K', approximately measuring 18 
cm long, total weight of item 12.1 grams. £250-350
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112 A lot of three jade pendants, One has a piece of slight 
translucent pale green jadeite with bright chrome green 
patches, with 'Carp with Chinese coin' and Feng Shui symbolic 
carvings on both sides, attached to a stylised yellow metal bail, 
approximately measuring 4.3 x 2.4 cm; One has a piece of 
jadeite with reddish-brown body colour, with 'Carp with 
Chinese coin' embellished with Lingzhi carvings on both sides, 
attached to a floral yellow metal bail, approximately measuring 
4.5 x 3.0 cm; One has a piece of pale green jadeite with 
natural brownish iron stains, with 'Carps playing in water' 
carvings on both sides, with drill hole attached to a piece of 
backing paper, approximately measuring 5.0 x 2.5 cm. Total 
weight of items 23.0 grams (3). 
'Carp with Chinese coin' - symbolises Having an accumulated 
surplus of wealth 
Lingzhi (reishi fungus) - symbolises Immortality 
‘Carps playing in water' - symbolises Blessings for newly 
wedded £200-300

113 A quatrefoil diamond cluster ring, consisting of round brilliant 
diamonds estimated 0.15ct bezel set on white metal mount 
stamped '14K', encrusted with melee diamonds and milgrain 
details, to a tapered flat shank. Ring size N, total weight of item 
3.8 grams. £350-450

114 A lot consists of loose gemstones, one oval deep purplish-red 
pyrope garnet, two orange synthetic sapphires, and four 
purplish-red coated topazes. Two coated blue topaz chipped 
with conchoidal fractures, cushion-shaped approximately 
measuring 12.0 x 9.8 mm and 9.9 x 7.6 mm respectively. Six 
cushion-shaped greenish-blue tourmalines, with fine long 
parallel inclusions, measuring 8.0 x 6.0 mm £150-200

115 A garnet and diamond cross pendant on chain, consisting of 
five various sized reddish-purple octagon-shaped step-cut 
garnets, and one cushion-shaped mixed-cut garnet, each 
approximately measuring 8.5 x 7.1 mm and individually claw 
set on a yellow metal mount, to a white metal surround pavé 
set with old cut diamonds, on a white metal cable chain 
secured with spring ring clasp, measuring 43.5 cm in length, 
drop pendant measuring 7.5 x 3.5 cm in dimension, unmarked, 
total weight of item 9.7 grams. £200-300
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116 An open bangle set with semi-precious stones, comprised with 
aquamarines, topaz, amethysts, garnets, citrines and peridots, 
individually channel set on a yellow metal mount, soldered to a 
flat open bangle, unmarked, approximately measuring 6.0 x 
4.5 cm, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £400-600

117 A torque bracelet, comprises white and yellow metal twisted 
rope details, with spherical terminations, unmarked, inner 
diameters measuring 5.5 cm across, total weight of item 24.5 
grams. £200-300

118 A lot consists of a garnet halo ring and a spinel solitaire ring, 
the garnet halo ring comprises an emerald-cut brownish-red 
garnet, approximately measuring 11.2 x 8.5 mm, claw set on a 
milgrain mount bordered with pavé set old cut diamonds, with 
a pierced scrollwork gallery to a 7.0 mm thick flat shank, Soviet 
hallmarked as 583, ring size Q½; the spinel solitaire comprises 
a round pale green synthetic spinel measuring 8.0 mm, illusion 
set on a yellow metal mount, with a pierced gallery and 
shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, stamped '14K', size N. Total 
weight of items 11.9 grams (2). £150-250

119 A single stone diamond ring; the old oval cut diamond 
horizontally claw set in a scalloped mount above a wide plain 
band; unmarked, assessed as high carat gold. Diamond is 
estimated to be approximately 2.5 carats. Ring size R. 
9.4grams £3,000-5,000

120 A diamond engagement ring, consisting of a 2.09ct round 
brilliant diamond, claw set on a high profile 18ct white gold 
mount, with baguette-cut diamonds bar set on the shoulders, 
to a tapered plain flat shank, Sheffield hallmarked as 750, ring 
size Q½, total weight of item 4.2 grams. 

Together with DeBeers certificate, the central diamond stating 
colour and clarity to be I, VS2, dated May 2022. £7,000-9,000
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121 A miscellaneous collection of two necklaces, a bangle, a bar 
brooch, a tie pin, two strapless watches, a broken ring, a ring 
stamped as 18ct and platinum, a 9ct stone-set ring, and a pair 
of 9ct drop earrings. £200-300

122 A Victorian single stone diamond ring; the old brilliant cut 
diamond in scalloped eight claw mount, to a tapering 18 carat 
gold shank. Ring size K. 2.7 grams £80-120

123 A single stone diamond ring; the gypsy set old cut diamond 
within an unmarked tapering band; together with two further 
rings and a 9 carat gold and turquoise bar brooch. Gross 
weight 11.93 grams (4) £100-150

124 A Tiffany & Co. platinum half eternity ring, consisting of eleven 
square step-cut diamonds estimated total weight 0.22cts, 
channel set in a tapered D section band, London hallmarked 
950, dated 2005, approximately measuring ring size L½, total 
weight of item 6.1 grams. £2,000-3,000

125 A collection of miscellaneous jewellery, a moonstone cross 
pendant on a chain measuring 64 cm; a 9ct trinity ring size G; 
a cameo ring size J; a 9ct French enamel 27 mm pendant 
brooch; a pearl and gold wreath pendant brooch; a diamond 
cross pedant; a pair of gold ear studs; a keshi pearl necklace 
with matching earrings. £200-300
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126 A lot consisting of loose faceted gemstones, a pear-shaped 
mix-cut sapphire, with a deep greenish-blue body colour 
showing pleochroism, approximately measuring 5.4 x 3.5 mm; 
a square-shaped emerald-cut aquamarine with light blue body 
colour, approximately measuring 4.5 x 4.5 mm; twelve various 
sized oval precious opal cabochons, with a light background 
showing play-of-colour flashes. Total weight of items 3.6 
grams. £100-150

127 An Etruscan revival 15ct gold brooch, comprises an old cut 
diamond of approximately 0.03cts, star set on a concave round 
panel, with a surround embellished with applied wirework and 
granulation details, locket back with a tube-hinged pin stem 
and C-catch fittings, and a jump ring for pendant conversion, 
Chester hallmarked 625, overall dimensions measuring 3.4 x 
3.4 cm, total weight of item 6.6 grams. £200-300

128 An Etruscan revival gold brooch, consisting of an oval form 
dome in the central raised section, with blue enamel starburst 
supporting a star set single split pearl, bloomed gold mount 
with a ruffle border and engraved scrollwork details, glazed 
intertwined hair locket to the reverse, attached with tube 
hinged pin and C-catch fittings, unmarked, overall dimensions 
approximately measuring 4.4 x 3.4 cm, total weight of item 
10.3 grams. £300-500

129 A platinum wedding court band, comprises a 3.0 mm wide 
plain band, hallmarked with maker's mark 'W.W.Ltd', ring size 
M, total weight of item 7.0 grams. £150-250

130 Three gem-set rings, one with a square sapphire flanked by 
round diamonds, flush set on a white gold mount to a 9ct 
yellow gold shank, with British import hallmarks 375, ring size 
H; a ring with an old-cut pear-shaped diamond surrounded by 
rose-cut diamonds, collet set on a white precious metal mount, 
to a D-profile yellow metal shank, unmarked, ring size P; a ring 
with white and dark blue faceted stones, set on a zig-zag 
bypass mount, to a 9ct gold shank, Birmingham hallmarked 
375, ring size L½. Total weight of items 10.0 grams (3). £250-
350
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131 A lot consisting of a pair of citrine screw-back earrings, 
stamped '9C', bar brooch centred by an oval citrine, stamped 
'9ct', and a ring rubover set with a rectangular citrine, stamped 
'18ct', ring size L1/2, with an associated vintage case £300-
400

132 *Withdrawn*

133 A large carved jade pendant, comprises a piece of round 
mottled green jadeite jade with slight translucency, with 
carvings on both sides, depicting a pair of mythological 
creatures, various Feng Shui symbols and a Chinese character 
'Shou', with a drill hole to attach hanging string, approximately 
measuring 6.8 x 6.8 cm in dimensions, total weight of item 45.7
 grams. 
Pixiu - Attracts wealth and wards off evil spirits 
Carp - symbolises the proverbial idiom 'Sudden uplifting in 
one's social status' 
Lingzhi (reishi fungus) - symbolises Immortality 
Chinese character 'Shou' - symbolises Longevity £150-250

134 A pair of Tiffany & Co. platinum and diamond stud earrings, 
with one round brilliant cut diamond weighing 1.05cts, G 
colour, VVS1 clarity, and one round brilliant cut diamond 
weighing 1.05cts, G colour, VVS2 clarity, claw set on mount 
with diamond registration number engraved, London 
hallmarked, dated 2012. Total weight of items 4.2 grams. 
Together with Tiffany & Co. diamond certificates, also with 
Tiffany&Co. retail replacement valuation stating replacement 
value as £28000, dated November 2013. £8,000-12,000

135 A quantity of costume jewellery, and other items. Including 
some beaded necklaces, acrylic bangle, photo frames, a 9ct 
gold four interwoven rolling ring, a 9ct gold pendant framed 
with coloured miniature portrait photos, a pendant of an 
enamelled Victoria 1887 half-sovereign, a floral Norwegian 
brooch in sterling silver, a yellow metal pendant depicting a 
religious scene etc. £100-150
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136 Two pendants on yellow precious metal chains, each 
consisting of an oval hollow cylinder pendant with a flat 
opening, connected to a 21ct gold Singapore chain, fastened 
with hook and eye clasp, chain approximately measuring 42cm 
long, pendant measuring 3.0 x 0.8 cm in dimensions, Bahrain 
hallmarked as 875 (indicates 21ct), total weight of items 16.6 
grams (2). £500-700

137 A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond 
rubover set to a white panel, and reeded 18ct yellow gold 
shank, estimated diamond weight 0.45cts, assay marks for 
London 1996, FJA sponsor's mark, ring size I, 4.8 grams £400-
600

138 A 9ct gold chain bracelet with padlock, comprising a hollow 
curb chain measuring 20.5 cm in length, fastened with a heart-
shaped padlock and secured with a safety chain, Birmingham 
hallmarked as 375, total weight of item 17.2 grams £150-250

139 Two Tanzanite loose gemstones, consisting of one oval-
shaped brilliant-cut Tanzanite, with light bluish-purple body 
colour, measuring 8.5 x 6.9 mm; one cushion-shaped mixed-
cut Tanzanite, with bright bluish-purple body colour, strongly 
dichroic, measuring 7.7 x 6.4 mm. £100-150

140 A late Victorian split pearl star brooch cum pendant; of foliate 
design with a central split pearl cluster and radiating heart-
shaped petals; to a split pearl set bale. 3cm diam. 4.58 grams. 
£100-150
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141 A Modernist coloured gem-set bracelet, comprises eight 
hinged textured gold panels, each panel has six different 
collet-set gemstones in various species, colours and cuts, 
including spinels, garnets, sapphires, emeralds, rubies, 
amethysts, peridot, chrysoberyl etc. bracelet is fastened with a 
discrete groove and tongue clasp, secured with figure of eight 
safety catch as well as a safety chain, unmarked, 
approximately measuring 14.4 mm wide, 16.5 cm long, total 
weight of item 35.1 grams. £700-1,000

142 An 18ct gold signet ring, with a monogrammed oval head 
reads 'DMJW', approximately 12.8 x 10.8 mm, to a tapered 
shank, British hallmarked as 18ct, ring size N½, total weight of 
item 10.0 grams. £300-400

143 A hand-knotted jade bead necklace, comprises a string of pale 
green jadeite jade beads approximately measuring 9.5 mm, 
connected with a box and tongue clasp pierced with the 
Chinese character 'Shou' - longevity motif, secured with a 
figure of eight safety catch, stamped '14K', measuring 61 cm 
long, and total weight of item 65.2 grams. £100-150

144 A pair of Victorian pendant earrings in the form of woven 
baskets with swing handles, suspended from a single vine leaf 
surmount and post fitting; together with a pair of late Victorian 
beaded spherical earrings with shepherd's crock fittings, and a 
pair of carnelian and cultured pearl pendant earrings with 
shepherd's crook fittings, the pear-shaped carnelian drops 
suspended below two drilled cultured pearls. (3) £150-250

145 A lot consisting of miscellaneous jewellery items, two domed 
Turkman style scarf rings in yellow metal with adjustable 
bands; an Aventurine quartz beaded necklace with base metal 
clasp, approximately measuring 60 cm in length; a pheasant 
brooch bead-set with rose-cut red stones, with pin stem and 
catch also with a safety chain; a quartz pendant where an oval 
faceted rock crystal collet set in a sterling silver scalloped 
surround, measuring 4.8 x 2.9 cm in dimensions. Total weight 
of items 80.4 grams. £100-200
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146 A pair of Edwardian gold stocking supports set with pearls; 
rose gold with looped terminals; each end set with a split pearl. 
Each marked '9ct'. 6.6cm length. 4,3 grams £80-120

147 A pair of diamond and pearl earrings, each consisting of a 
round brilliant diamond approximately weighing 0.19ct, claw 
set on an 18ct white gold mount, on top of a round white pearl 
with pink overtones of 8.7 mm, backed with peg and butterfly 
fittings, London hallmarked as 750 with maker's mark 'MGD', 
overall measuring 1.3 cm in length, total weight of item 3.5 
grams. £300-500

148 A 9ct gold bracelet with a heart padlock, comprises a curb 
chain with alternating textured links, and a heart-shaped 
padlock with foliate engravings, fastens with a hinged padlock 
hasp together with a safety chain, the padlock hallmarked as 
9ct with maker's mark 'B&S', approximately measuring 19 cm 
in length, total weight of item 12.9 grams. £150-200

149 A four strand seed pearl choker necklace, with diamond and 
half pearl cluster clasp, the old cut diamond to cut down setting 
and yellow precious metal back, 34cms long £500-700

150 An 18ct yellow gold and diamond eternity ring, set with round 
brilliant-cut diamonds of approximately 1.00ct combined, size 
M 1/2, 3.2 grams. 

Please note: this ring is being sold on behalf of Cancer 
Research UK £500-700
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151 A lot comprises three hardstone wax seal fobs, one consisting 
of a rectangular carnelian head of 18.1 x 17 mm, mount to a 
yellow metal surround with reeded details; one consisting of a 
rectangular carnelian head of 14.4 x 11.6 mm, with an intaglio 
of initials 'WC', mount to a yellow metal surround with reeded 
details; one consisting of an oval brownish hardstone head of 
18.4 x 14.3 mm, with intaglio of 'For Particulars enquires 
within', mount to a yellow metal surround with scroll work 
details. Total weight of items 27.5 grams (3). £240-340

152 An aquamarine ring, comprises a round mix-cut aquamarine 
with a light greenish-blue body colour, approximately 
measuring 19.0 mm in diametres, claw set on a platinum 
mount, to a tapered D-section shank, hallmarked as platinum, 
ring size K, total weight of item 10.1 grams. £500-700

153 Two gem-set eternity rings, first consisting of table-cut 
emeralds, flush-set to a bi-coloured metal mount, band 
approximately measuring 4 mm wide, unmarked, ring size N; 
the second comprises table-cut rubies, channel set in a white 
metal mount, band measures 4 mm wide, unmarked, ring size 
L. Total weight of items 9.9 grams (2). £400-600

154 A platinum court wedding band, approximately measured 5.2 
mm wide, London hallmarked 950 with maker's mark VCG, 
dated 2005, ring size S, weighs 12.7 grams. £200-300

155 An early 19th century garnet parure, including a long necklace 
set with alternating floriate design clusters of flat-cut garnets to 
yellow closed back settings, on a two row belcher link chain, 
the central section with a detachable cluster drop, 46cms long; 
a pair of oval panel buckles, 4.5 x 3.5cms; and an aigrette/hair 
piece with pin back, 8.5 x 6cms (4) £1,500-2,000
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156 A diamond cluster ring, central diamond within a surround of 
eleven smaller diamonds, millegrain set in white, set in yellow 
metal, panel 1cms diameter, ring size J £400-600

157 A lot consists of a gold pendant on chain and a Masonic swivel 
pendant, the pendant comprises cutout silhouettes of a man, a 
gazelle and a giraffe, on an African continent outline gold 
panel, attached to bail, with a curb chain measuring 44.5 cm 
secured by spring ring clasp, pendant size 2.0 x 2.8 cm, 
hallmarked as 375; the swivel pendant comprises engravings 
of a disassembled symbol of Freemasonry - 'square and 
compasses' on both sides, to a scrolled surround and loop bail, 
pendant size 2.4 x 3.3 cm, unmarked, total weight of items 7.7 
grams (2). £200-250

158 A fancy link necklace and bracelet en suite, the necklace 
consists of twisted fancy links in yellow precious metal, 
alternating with spacing beads and silver seed pearls with pink 
overtones, connected with a hook and eye clasp, unmarked, 
approximately measuring 41.5 cm in length; the bracelet has a 
chain of twisted fancy links alternating with bead links, 
connected with a spring-ring clasp and safety chain, 
unmarked, approximately measuring 20.0 cm in length. Total 
weight of items 21.4 grams. £600-800

159 A tourmaline and diamond cluster ring; the marquise-shaped 
tourmaline set within a border of round brilliant cut diamonds, 
to diamond set 18 carat white gold shoulders; Size M, 
8.1grams £300-500

160 A collection of six rings. A ring with faceted greenstones and 
diamonds set in a 9ct gold mount, with Sheffield import 
hallmarked 375, ring size Q½; one ring with white faceted 
stones star set in a bi-coloured metal mount, stamped as '9ct 
and PLAT', ring size O; a ring with Oval smoky quartz collet set 
in 9ct gold mount, British hallmarked 375, ring size P; a ring 
with an oval amethyst collet set in bi-coloured 9ct gold mount, 
British hallmarked 375, ring size Q; A three-stone ring, white 
stones illusion set on bi-coloured 9ct gold mount, Birmingham 
hallmarked as 375, ring size Q; A ring with blue and white 
faceted stone flush set in 9ct gold mount, London hallmarked 
as 375, ring size R. Total weight of items 16.5 grams (6). £150-
250
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161 A pair of kyanite earrings, each consisting of a round blue 
kyanite cabochon, measuring approximately 13.7 mm, rub over 
set on open-back yellow metal mount with omega ear clips. 
Stamped 14K, total weight of items 11.4 grams. £200-300

162 A Niessing bi-coloured wedding band with scalloped edge, 
consisting of a D section shank, stamped with 585 and a heart 
and arrow mark, band 3.4 mm wide, ring size P, total weight of 
item 3.4 grams. £200-300

163 An 18ct white gold diamond half eternity ring, consisting of 
nine round brilliant diamonds of approximate total carat weight 
0.90cts, pavé set on a white gold mount to a tapered shank, 
London hallmarked, dated 1973, with maker's mark 'E.O', ring 
size K½, total weight of item 2.9 grams. £300-500

164 An amethyst and diamond bead necklace; the circular 
amethyst beads interspaced with five diamond set roundels; 
the whole to a jump ring clasp. 45cm length. Beads 
approximately 10mm diam. £200-300

165 Ten stone-set rings of base metal and one titanium ring, 
stones incluing ametrine, goldstone, synthetic spinel, shell 
cameo and citrine etc. £150-250
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166 A three-row cultured pearls necklace with an Art Deco 
diamond-set clasp, consisting of eighty-one, eighty-two and 
eighty-seven cultured pearls respectively, with light cream 
background with pink overtones, measuring approximately 
4.42mm to 8.60mm diameters, strung to a white metal 
rectangular box section clasp set with forty-eight single cut 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.70ct, unmarked, 
cased in box, measuring 45 cm, total weight of 58.4 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £2,275, dated October 2008. 
£600-800

167 *Withdrawn*

168 A diamond tennis bracelet, consisting of 31 round brilliant 
diamonds of estimated total carat weight 3.72ct, claw set on 
18ct white gold links, fastened with box clasp and secures with 
figure of eight safety catches, London convention hallmarked 
as 750 with maker's mark 'MJ', approximately measuring 18.5 
cm in length, total weight of item 10.1 grams. £1,200-1,800

169 A suite of 18ct yellow metal and diamond necklace, bracelet 
and ring, the necklace comprises a knot motif pendant 
wrapped with coiled gold wire, highlighting a round brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.13ct, connected to 
coiled bar links flanked by ball chain sections, closing with a 
tongue and groove clasp, Italian stamped '750', approximately 
measuring 40 cm in length; the bracelet comprises a matching 
knot motif in the same material, claw-set with a round brilliant 
diamond of 0.16ct, connected to a curb chain, fastened by a 
spring-ring clasp, Italian stamped '750', inner circumference 
measuring 15 cm; the ring also has a similar fashion, with a 
knot motif wrapped with coiled gold wire extending to the 
shank, with a 0.04ct round brilliant diamond highlight, with 
British import hallmarks as '750', dated 1978, ring size K½. 
Total weight of items 38.5 grams (3). £1,500-2,500
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170 A turquoise greek-key bracelet, comprised of six oval turquoise 
cabochons set in bevelled mounts, alternating with pierced 
greek-key yellow precious metal links, fastened with box and 
tongue clasp secured with a figure of eight safety catch, 
stamped as 'Φ11 585' (indicates 14ct) with a greek-key 
meander engraving, approximately measuring 17.5 cm in 
length, total weight of item 5.5 grams. £150-200

171 An assorted base metal jewellery lot, including mostly bangles 
of white and yellow metal, rings, mesh bracelets, earrings, 
fancy link chains, some stone-set items etc. £80-120

172 A horn brooch, a moonstone pendant and a Victorian cross 
pendant, the horn brooch has an Art Nouveau styled dragonfly 
design, with metal hinged pin stem and C-catch fittings, 
unmarked, approximately measuring 9.7 x 2.1 cm; the pendant 
consists of moonstone cabochons collet set in scrollwork 
mount with bail, unmarked, measuring 5.1 x 2.7 cm; the 
Victorian cross pendant comprises a square blue paste and 
faceted white stones on a yellow metal mount with bail, 
stamped as '9ct', measuring 2.9 x 2.0 cm. Total weight of items 
11.6 grams(3). £200-300

173 A sapphire and old-cut diamond ring, comprises an oval pale 
blue sapphire cabochon with a high dome, approximately 
measuring 7.4 x 6.1 mm, collet set in a white metal mount, 
flanked by two cushion-shaped old-cut diamonds measuring 
3.7 x 3.3 mm, flush-set to a ribbed yellow metal shank, ring 
size Q½, band 5 mm wide, unmarked, total weight of item 5.5 
grams. £450-650

174 A pair of Tahitian pearl and diamond ear clips, each consisting 
of a grey Tahitian pearl approximately sized 10.6 mm, set on a 
white metal mount pavé set with diamonds, stamped '750 18K', 
with omega clip fittings, total weight of items 7.5 grams. £500-
700
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175 A four-stone diamond ring, comprises four round full-cut 
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.64ct, channel set 
on a yellow precious metal mount, to a tapered flat shank 
approximately measuring 4.7 mm wide, ring size O, total 
weight of item 7.5 grams. £240-340

176 Two 22ct yellow gold wedding court bands, one has a 3.7 mm 
wide band, London hallmarked with maker's mark 'W.W.Ltd', 
dated 1921, ring size N; one has a 4.0 mm wide band, London 
hallmarked with maker's mark 'W.W.Ltd', dated 1928, ring size 
N, total weight of items 13.4 grams (2). £300-500

177 A platinum diamond solitaire ring, consisting of a round brilliant 
central diamond of 2.17cts, claw set on a high mount, with 
smaller diamonds pavé set on shoulders, to a tapered flat 
shank, London hallmarked as 950 platinum, dated 2018 with 
maker's mark DEJ, ring size measuring at Q, total weight of 
item 5.4 grams. 
Together with GIA certificate, the central diamond stating 
colour and clarity to be D, VVS2, dated August 2017. £20,000
-30,000

178 A pair of 9ct gold oval cufflinks, each consisting of oval panels 
with grooved borders, and hand-engraved monogram of the 
initials 'TAC', approximately measuring 1.7 x 1.3 cm, 
connected with cable chain, Birmingham hallmarked 375, 
dated 1923, with maker's mark 'GJ' for G. H. JOHNSTONE & 
CO. total weight of item 6.5 grams. £50-100

179 *Withdrawn*
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180 A diamond serpent brooch, consisting of old-cut round 
diamonds sizing from 4.8 mm to 1.3 mm, pavé-set on a white 
precious metal mount in a stylised snake-form, with marquise 
green stones mounted as eyes, fitted with a yellow metal 
hinged pin stem and safety catch, unmarked, approximately 
measuring 2.5 x 2.5 cm, total weight of item 5.5 grams. £1,500
-2,000

181 A purple stone necklace, consisting of a pear-shaped stone in 
the centre and 6 graduated oval stones, claw set on yellow 
metal mount, attached to a cable chain, approximately 
measuring 42 cm in length, total weight of item 8.7 grams. 
£200-300

182 An enamel pendant on yellow precious metal chain, comprises 
a coat of arms depicting a crescent, star and lions on an 
enamelled panel, on a yellow gold cable chain measuring 50 
cm in length, secured with spring ring clasp, Italian hallmarked, 
total weight of item 9.9 grams. £150-200

183 Two pairs of yellow precious metal earrings, one consisting of 
drop earrings with leaf designs, with a textured and engraved 
pattern, along with wirework details, attach to screwed post 
fittings, Bahrain hallmarked as 916 (indicates 22ct); another 
consisting of drop earrings with pear-shaped panels with a 
textured and engraved pattern, along with wirework details, 
backed with screwed post fittings. Total weight of items 8.4 
grams (2). £300-500

184 A collection of silver jewellery. Including a Georg Jensen 
'Double Heart' pendant no.2001, designed by Regitze 
Overgaard, signed and stamped as 925; a pendant on a snake 
chain, Finnish hallmarked as 830; a gem-set heart pendant on 
a snake chain, Finnish hallmarked as 925; a heart-shaped 
links bracelet, stamped as '925', a pearl with embellished 
mount on a curb chain. Total weight of items 60.0 grams (5). 
£100-150
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185 A single stone smokey quartz pendant; the oval cut stone in 
foliate mount to plain bale, marked '9ct'. 2.9cm £100-150

186 An Art Deco emerald and diamond ring, consisting of one 
round transitional-cut diamond collet set at the central, with 
fifteen emeralds calibré set on the surmount, and further 
seventeen smaller round diamonds pavé set on the volute 
formed ring head, with a pierced gallery to a cut-out flat shank, 
white metal stamped as platinum, ring size L, total weight of 
item 11.1 grams. £500-700

187 A pearl and diamond ring, comprises an off-round pearl in the 
centre measuring 6.6 in diametres, flanked by round 
transitional-cut diamonds estimated total carat weight 0.38ct, 
collet set on a white metal mount with engraving details, to a 
tapered flat shank, unmarked, ring size N½, total weight of 
item 3.0 grams. £200-300

188 A Chinoiserie jadeite and ruby brooch, comprises a figural of 
an oriental water carrier, with two jadeite jade 'huaigu' discs 
swinging on the ends of the yoke, highlighted with round 
faceted ruby accents claw set on yellow metal, with hinged pin 
steam and a safety catch, stamped '14K', approximately 
measuring 4.1 x 4.0 cm, total weight of item 9.7 grams. £600-
800

189 A pair of aquamarine earrings, each consisting of an oval blue 
aquamarine cabochon, measuring approximately 16.1 x 11.8 
mm, rub over set on open-back tests as 18ct yellow gold 
mount with omega ear clips. total weight of items 15.8 grams. 
£500-700
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190 A diamond ribbon motif brooch, encrusted with various sizes of 
full-cut round diamonds and baguette diamonds, on a white 
metal mount with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, 
unmarked, approximately measuring 4.1 x 2.0 cm in 
dimensions, total weight of item 6.1 grams. £600-800

191 A 9ct gold charm bracelet, consisting of a double curb chain, 
attached with a collection of 12 assorted gold charms where 
some of them have been individually hallmarked, fastened with 
a spring-ring clasp, approximately measuring 19 cm in length, 
total weight of item 25.8 grams. £300-500

192 A princess cut diamond cluster ring, in halo mount; the four 
stone cluster in raised claw mount above a border of round 
brilliant and baguette cut diamonds; above bifurcated diamond 
set shoulders, to an 18 carat gold shank. Ring size L; together 
with a shaped, half hoop diamond set wedding band en suite. 
Gross weight 7.91 grams £1,000-1,500

193 A ruby halo ring and pair of matching earrings. The ring 
consists of an oval ruby, roughly measured 7.8 x 5.9 mm, collet 
claw set on a yellow metal mount surrounded by a diamond 
border of an estimated 0.42ct, to a tapered shank, Russian 
hallmarked 585, ring size O; The pair of earrings each consists 
an oval ruby, measured 7.8 x 5.9 mm, collet claw set on a 
yellow metal surround by a diamond border and accent, off an 
estimated carat weight 0.45ct in total, to a lever back fitting. 
Total weight of items 11.4 grams (3) £1,500-2,000

194 An 18ct yellow gold necklace and diamond bar pendant, 
comprises three graduated round brilliant diamonds of a total 
estimated carat weight at 0.42cts, claw set on a yellow metal 
mount stamped '14K', with a fine 18ct gold curb chain on 
spring ring clasp, with 750 import hallmarks, approximately 
measuring 46 cm long, pendant drop length 1.9 cm, total 
weight of item 4.0 grams. £400-500
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195 An 18ct bi-coloured gold diamond cluster earrings, consisting 
of round brilliant diamonds with an estimated weight of 0.42ct, 
rub over set on a daisy-shaped mount, edged with milgrain 
details, on peg and butterfly fittings, hallmarked 750, dated 
1998, total weight of items 3.4 grams. £600-800

196 An 18ct yellow gold full eternity ring, channel set with twenty 
round brilliant cut diamonds with an estimated weight, colour 
and clarity of 4.00ct H/I1, on an 18ct yellow gold band 
measuring 7.8mm wide, ring size W (leading-edge), the total 
weight of item 21.2 grams £4,500-5,000

197 A pair of 9ct gold amethyst drop earrings, each comprises a 
pear-shaped amethyst, approximately measuring 11.9 x 8 mm, 
rub over set on a yellow gold mount with a bevelled rim, with 
peg and butterfly fittings, London hallmarked 375 with maker's 
mark 'SJ', 2.8 cm drop, total weight of items 5.1 grams. £150-
200

198 A Victorian garnet and diamond cross pendant, consisting of 
calibrated garnet set sections on yellow metal with old cut point 
diamonds on the cross lashing, the overall dimensions are 
34.5 x 22.6mm with a total item weight of 6.2 grams £300-500

199 A nephrite jade ring, the oval cabochon rubover set to a yellow 
precious metal mount, ring size L; a cultured pearl ring, 8.8mm 
diameter pearl to yellow knotwork mount, ring size N 1/2; and a 
single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut rubover set to 
a white precious metal mount, ring size I, 15.1 grams gross (3) 
£200-300
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200 A pair of pearl and 9ct gold earrings, each consisting of a 
round mabé pearl collet set on a bevelled yellow gold mount, 
peg and butterfly fittings, London hallmarked 375, dated 1996, 
head measuring 2.5 cm in diametres, total weight of item 13.8 
grams. £150-250

201 An 18ct yellow gold wedding band, comprises a 3.9 mm wide 
D-section plain band, London hallmarked as 750, ring size P½, 
total weight of item 4.9 grams. £150-250

202 An 18ct yellow gold five stone ruby and diamond carved half 
hoop ring, the central ruby and two diamonds measuring 
approximately 0.13 to 0.14 carats, with scrolled frame, 
stamped 18ct. Ring size N. 4.6 grams.
This ring could be re-sized by a jeweller. £200-300

203 Four yellow precious metal bangles, consisting of four flat 
bangles with grooved finish and milled edge, one of them has 
burred and forged pattern around the edge, inner diametres 
approximately measuring at 6.4 cm, 6.2 cm and 6.0 cm 
respectively, Bahrain hallmarked as 916 (indicates 22ct), total 
weight of items 46.6 grams (4). £1,200-1,800

204 A Victorian five-stone diamond carved half hoop ring, 
consisting of five round old-cut diamonds, graduated from the 
centre with a combined approximate total weight of 0.23ct, 
pavé-set on a yellow metal mount with scrollwork carvings, to a 
tapered D-section shank, unmarked, ring size M, total weight 
of item 2.7 grams. £100-150
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205 A diamond and tri-coloured precious metal brooch, consisting 
of textured rhombus platelets individually arranged to reflect 
light in different directions, highlighted with 14 claw-set round 
brilliant diamonds of an estimated total weight of 1.04ct, 
featuring a 'swoosh' wandering across the brooch, pavé set 
with 20 round brilliant diamonds of an approximate total weight 
of 0.28ct, fitted with pin stem, safety catch and a safety chain, 
unmarked, measuring 6.5 x 3.0 cm, total weight of item 22.2 
grams. £700-900

206 A three strand multi-gem necklace, the long gilt metal chains 
collet set with oval cut stones, clasp with charm initialled 
'H&D', shortest row 68cms, longest row 105cms long £600-800

207 A pair of jet pendant earrings; composed of three concentric 
circles suspended on shepherd's crook fittings; a pair of white 
metal and citrine pendant earrings; a Trifari gilt metal necklace, 
a Triffari bracelet. (4) £80-120

208 A miscellaneous collection of costume jewellery and other 
items. Including two pairs of pearl earrings, two pairs of clip-
back earrings, an unmarked pearl brooch, a 9ct gold brooch, 
three lady's watches (one of them strapless), a string of amber 
chip beads, and four cultured pearl necklaces come with a 
valuation of insurance note from 1965, and a box of costume 
jewellery. £300-500

209 An 18ct gold ring converted from Van Cleef & Arpels 'Frivole' 
earrings, comprises three round brilliant cut diamonds 
weighing an estimated 0.16ct in total, claw set in the centre of 
the trefoil mount, to a tapered flat shank, London hallmarked 
with sponsor's mark P&BH, dated 2004. The flower head is 
signed VCA and numbered 'BL 59419', measuring 2.0 x 2.1 
cm, ring size M, total weight of item 7.4 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £3,550, dated April 2022. £400-
600
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210 A Tiffany & Co. 'Somerset' mesh bracelet in sterling silver, a 
Milanese mesh weaved soft bangle with a logo-plaque in the 
inner band, engraved with brand logo and '925', approximately 
measuring 15.5 mm wide, inner circumference 20 cm, total 
weight of item 57.9 grams. £100-150

211 A jade Buddha and white sapphires pendant, consisting of a 
carved green jadeite jade in the figural of Buddha, 
approximately measuring 36.3 x 36.1 mm, framed in a mount 
with a lotus motif and edged with pavé set round white 
sapphires, to a plain bail, yellow metal stamped as '18K', total 
weight of item 14.3 grams. £500-800

212 A pair of Mont Blanc 'Meisterstück' base metal cufflinks, each 
consisting of a yellow gold PVD coated steel surround, 
embossed with brand logo, with onyx panel inlay, with Mont 
Blanc snowcap logo on the link tails, cased in original box, 
approximately measuring 15.8 mm in diametres, total weight of 
items 10.2 grams. £80-120

213 A platinum ring and diamond ring; the looped hammered 
platinum band with pavé set diamond hoop to centre; Ring size 
L; 9 grams £200-300

214 Two opal rings, one comprises an oval precious opal with dark 
body colour, approximately measuring 17.4 x 12.9 mm, collet 
set on a yellow metal mount with engravings on the shoulders, 
to a D-profile shank, unmarked, ring size S; another consists of 
an oval black opal with dark blue body colour, with play-of-
colour mostly ranging from green to blue, approximately 
measuring 11.0 x 7.3 mm, gyspy set on a 9ct yellow gold 
mount, to a tapered plain D-profile shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked as 375, ring size R. Total weight of items 17.0 
grams (2). £200-300
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215 A 9ct gold swirl brooch, consisting of various loops with 
different widths, and a highlight of florentine finishings, with 
hinged pin stem and safety catch, stamped 'W.Germany', 
along with Birmingham import hallmarks of 375, dated 1973, 
approximately measuring 4.5 x 3.9 cm, total weight of item 
10.2 grams. £200-300

216 A yellow precious metal necklace, comprises a woven chain 
with intricate wirework, bright-cut engravings, granulations of 
floral motifs, fastened with hook and eye clasp, approximately 
measuring 43 cm long, Bahrain hallmarked as 916 (indicates 
22ct), total weight of item 43.8 grams. £1,500-2,000

217 An Edwardian crescent brooch, comprises two rows of seed 
pearls set in a yellow metal mount with a crescent silhouette, 
encompassing an old cut ruby and diamonds accent pavé on a 
star-shaped mount, fitted with pin steam, catch and a safety 
chain, unmarked, approximately measuring 2.4 x 2.6 cm, total 
weight of item 6.5 grams. £150-250

218 A 1950s platinum and white gold dress ring, with a round 
transitional-cut diamond pavé set in the centre of a platinum 
mount, on elaborated volute motif ring head with scrollwork 
and millgrain details, further encrusted with smaller white 
faceted stones, supported by a wirework under gallery, to an 
18kt gold flat ring shank, unmarked, ring head approximately 
measuring 18.3 x 13.1 mm in dimensions, ring size L, total 
weight of item 5.2 grams. £400-600

219 A large lot of Indian jewellery in white metal. Including tribal 
bangles, bracelets, chains, decorations with bells and beads 
etc. £150-250
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220 A hinged diamond bangle, consisting of four old mine cut 
diamonds of estimated carat weight 0.04, star set on a gold 
bangle with an Edwardian braided belt design, with tongue and 
groove clasp and safety chain, approximately 6.3 cm in 
diameter, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £150-250

221 A Victorian pear shape openwork brooch, circa 1890, the 
central old cushion cut diamond estimated at 4.00ct within a 
surround of fourteen grain set old cut diamonds, within an 
outer surround of forty-two graduated old cut diamonds, all 
collet set to a white mount, pin fitting. £10,000-15,000

222 A brown diamond and 18ct white gold ring, featuring a round 
brilliant-cut brown diamond rub over set into an off-centre 
heavy mount in 18ct white gold, ring size K, total weight of item 
5.1 grams £400-600

223 A Victorian 9ct gold hinged bangle, with seed pearls mounted 
on an infinity motif, flanked by two blue faceted stones, with 
rope and wirework details, fastened with tongue and groove 
clasp and secure with safety chain, British hallmarked as 9ct, 
inner circumference approximately measuring 16 cm, total 
weight of item 6.1 grams. £120-180

224 A diamond solitaire ring, consisting of an emerald-cut white 
diamond of an estimated total weight of 1.55ct, collet set in a 
white precious metal mount, to a tapered shank with part satin 
finish details, stamped with maker's mark and '18K', 
approximately measuring band 9.1 mm wide, ring size P, total 
weight of item 21.4 grams. £2,500-3,500
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225 A cultured pearl necklace, fastened with a 9ct yellow gold and 
pearl clasp, pearls approximately 7 mm diameter, 
approximately 80 cm long. £80-120

226 An early 19th century citrine canetille cross pendant; the 
central circular, and four pear-shaped citrine in cut down claw 
and collet mounts; within a canetille work border formed as 
filigree bosses, beaded borders and two colour engraved leaf-
work. To a filigree work bale with wirework fitting to the 
reverse. 7.1cm length x 5.5cm width.Gross weight 15.34 
grams. £2,000-3,000

227 A Victorian string of natural pearls with a sapphire and 
diamond-set clasp, consisting of a knotted string of 110 
graduating natural pearls measuring between 2.4mm to 4.7mm 
approximately, onto a circular clasp with a safety chain, set 
with a central oval sapphire of good colour surrounded by old-
cut diamonds, weighing approximate 0.36ct 
Total weight of the item: 9.3 grams 
Total weight of the string of pearls approximately: 7.0 grams 
£800-1,200

228 A sapphire and diamond tennis bracelet, consisting of 21 oval 
brilliant-cut bright blue natural sapphires, each approximately 
measuring 5.8 x 4.9 mm, claw set on articulated links, 
alternating with channel set baguette diamonds of estimated 
total carat weight 0.42ct, fastened with a tongue and groove 
clasp and secured with figure of eight safety catches, 
unmarked, bracelet measuring 19 cm in length, total weight of 
item 20.1 grams. £7,000-9,000

229 A lot consists of a diamond pendant on chain along with two 
pairs of ear studs, the diamond pendant comprises six round 
diamonds with an estimated total carat weight of 0.06cts, claw 
set on a dendritic styled yellow metal mount, with bail stamped 
with maker's logo and '750', on a square wheat chain with 
spring ring clasp closure measuring 37 cm; a pair of diamond 
studs each consists of a 0.01ct round diamond, claw set on a 
carved daisy head mount, with peg and butterfly fittings, 
stamped as '9ct'; a pair of three-stones diamond studs each 
consists of three round diamonds approximately total carat 
weighing at 0.09cts, claw set on a yellow metal mount, on peg 
and butterfly fittings. Total weight of items 6.3 grams(3). £350-
550
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230 A multi-coloured amber bead necklace, strung with rectangular 
beads of various translucencies, connecting with a discrete 
screw clasp, approximately measuring 47.5 cm, total weight of 
item 62.2 grams. £200-300

231 A group lot of 9ct gold rings and other items. Consisting one 
9ct gold ring, Birmingham hallmarked, ring size O; one dark 
blue and white stone-set 9ct gold ring, Birmingham 
hallmarked, ring size O; one quartz ring, hallmarked as 9ct 
gold, ring size P; a bi-coloured metal pierced through ring, 
stamped as 375, ring size S; a 9ct gold pocket knife 
Birmingham hallmarked; a stone-set pocket knife, unmarked; a 
pair of gem-set buttons, unmarked; a gem-set double-sided 
earring with screwed post fittings, unmarked; a pair of pink 
stone yellow metal ear studs, unmarked; a pair of screwed 
back pearl drop earrings, unmarked; a gem-set duette brooch 
with detachable dress clips; a beaded applique backed with 
snap barette; a Victorian pencil with agate seal terminal. Total 
weight of items 109.7 grams (13). £200-300

232 A collection of miscellaneous jewellery, a pair of pearl ear 
studs each comprises of 5.5 mm pearls on a 9ct yellow gold 
foliate surround, peg and butterfly fittings, hallmarked as 375; a 
pair of turquoise ear studs each comprises of 9.0 mm turquoise 
cabochons rub over set on yellow metal mount to peg and 
butterfly fittings, unmarked; a 9ct ring with a locket head 
engraved with initials 'LJ', to a tapered shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked as 375, ring size N; a plain open bangle stamped 
as '925'; a brooch set with oval amethysts, unmarked; a 
sterling silver brooch, Chester hallmarked. Total weight of 
items 34.8 grams (6). £150-200

233 A drop pearl pendant/enhancer with diamond set-top loop, 
consisting of a pinkish/white cultured pearl measuring 
10x12.5mm approximately with a white metal stamped 585, 
opening top loop set with diamonds, total weight of item 2.5 
grams £150-250

234 A 9ct bi-coloured gold ring and a curb chain bracelet, the ring 
comprises nine white stones pavé set on a panel, with watch 
link style shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, Sheffield 
hallmarked 375, ring size U; the bracelet consists of 
rectangular curb links, closed with lobster clasp, stamped '375', 
approximately measuring 22.5 cm in length. Total weight of 
items 14.3 grams (2). £150-250
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235 A FOPE Flex'It Necklace and a bracelet from the same 
collection, each consisting of signature flexible popcorn links, 
with gold rondelles on the ends along with a white gold logo 
plate, closing with tongue and groove clasp with figure of eight 
safety catch, approximately measuring at 7 mm thick, 43 cm 
and 20 cm in length respectively, London import hallmarked as 
750, dated 1998. Total weight of items 82 grams. (2) £1,600-
1,800

236 Two locket necklaces, consisting of a 9ct gold oval locket with 
scrollwork engravings and brushed finish on the reverse, 
approximately measuring 2.7 x 2.0 cm, with plain bail 
connected to a 44 cm belcher chain with spring ring clasp, 
Sheffield hallmarked 375, dated 1985; an oval locket with 
foliate engravings on both sides, approximately measuring 2.5 
x 2.1 cm, with a faceted bail connected to a 46cm twisted 
Singapore chain with spring ring clasp, yellow coloured metal 
stamped as '9K'. Total weight of items 18.9 grams (2). £150-
200

237 A tanzanite cross on chain, the marquise and brilliant cut 
tanzanite set in silver, Birmingham assay marks and stamped 
925, overall 58mm x 42mm, on a flat anchor chain marked 
925, 15.9 grams gross. £250-350

238 A 9ct gold charm bracelet, consisting of a fancy-link chain, 
attached with a collection of 27 assorted gold charms which 
have been individually hallmarked, fastened with a spring ring 
clasp, British hallmarked as 375, approximately measuring 
18.5 cm in length, total weight of item 41.2 grams. £500-700

239 A pair of Victorian amethyst and diamond pendant earrings; 
with domed cabochon amethyst drops overlaid with a rose 
diamond set lozenge, and suspending single store pear-
shaped diamonds in claw mounts; the whole suspended from 
shepherd's crook fittings set with single stone rose diamonds. 
3.6cm length. 15.95 grams £800-1,200
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240 A Garrard 18ct gold necklace, comprises a wheat chain 
secured with lobster clasp, with London import hallmarks '750' 
and maker's mark 'G&Co.', dated 1996, approximately 
measuring 46.0 cm long, 3.0 mm wide, accompanied with 
original box. £1,000-1,500

241 A pair of 9ct gold topaz ear studs, each comprises an emerald-
cut pale blue topaz, approximately measuring 8.1 x 6.4 mm, 
rub over set on a yellow gold mount, on peg and butterfly 
fittings, London hallmarked 375 with maker's mark STJ, total 
weight of item 2.3 grams. £80-120

242 A jade band ring, comprises pale green jadeite jade, carved 
into a 6.8 mm wide D-section band, ring size Q, total weight of 
item 4.1 grams. £100-200

243 Five pairs of ear studs, consisting of a pair of pear-shaped 
aquamarine halo earrings, hallmarked as 9ct white gold; a pair 
of oval topaz halo earrings stamped as 375; a pair of topaz 
flower head earrings hallmarked as 18ct; a pair of square topaz 
earrings, unmarked; a pair of quatrefoil peridot earrings 
stamped as 375. Total weight of items 10.0 grams (5). £250-
350

244 A platinum and diamond ring, the solitaire round brilliant-cut 
diamond of approximately 1.12 carats, approximate colour and 
clarity J/K, VS, size M, 4.1 grams. £1,500-2,000
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245 A tension-set diamond solitaire ring, comprises a round brilliant 
diamond of estimated carat weight 0.12ct, tension-set on a 9ct 
white gold mount, to a tapered plain shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked 375, dated 2001, ring size Q, total weight of item 
2.1 grams. £200-300

246 An opal ring with diamonds, comprises an oval cabochon of a 
precious opal with a light body colour, approximately 
measuring 10.7 x 9.1 mm, coronet set on a yellow mount, with 
white shoulders pavé set with single-cut diamonds, to a 
tapered D-section shank, hallmarked as 18ct, ring size Q, total 
weight of item 2.8 grams. £200-300

247 A tourmaline and opal dress ring, comprises a green oval-
shaped mixed-cut tourmaline at the centre, approximately 
measures 6.4 x 4.6 mm, flanked with two round precious opal 
slices and two round mixed-cut tourmalines, claw set on a 9ct 
yellow gold mount with scrollwork details, to a tapered D-
section shank, London hallmarked 375, dated 1972, with 
maker's mark G&T.J, ring size Q, total weight of item 3.8 
grams. £150-250

248 A diamond line bracelet; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
articulated, illusion settings, to a concealed clasp, marked '9k' 
and '375'. 19cm length. 11.7grams £200-300

249 A 9ct gold brick link bracelet, comprises of seven rows of 
hollow faceted brick links, fastened by a box clasp secured 
with two figure of eight safety catches, with Birmingham import 
hallmarks '375' and sponsor's mark 'WK', approximately 
measuring 15.7 mm wide and 19 cm in length, total weight of 
item 69.9 grams. £700-900
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250 Two carved jade pendants, one consists of a piece of pale 
mottled greyish-green jadeite with natural iron stains, with 
carvings on both sides, depicting decorative motif of 'a fish 
turning into a dragon', approximately measuring 5.8 x 3.0 cm, 
with drill hole; another consists of a piece of mottled greyish-
green jadeite with natural iron stains, carefully fashioned to 
cooperate with the carvings on both sides, depicting a rabbit 
highlighted with a red stone as the eye, could be found 
standing on some Chinese coins, approximately measuring 5.3
 x 3.0 cm. Total weight of items 52.1 grams (2). 

'Fish turning into a dragon' - symbolises the proverbial idiom 
'Passing the examinations' 
Rabbit - one of the Chinese zodiacs 
Chinese coins - symbolise Wealth and Abundance £100-200

251 A 9ct gold ID bracelet, consisting of a square curb chain 
attaching a curved ID tag, fastened with lever clasp and figure 
of eight safety catch, Birmingham hallmarked '375' along with 
Henry Griffith and Sons maker's mark 'HG&S', dated 1979, 
approximately measuring 21.5 cm long and 8.5 mm wide, total 
weight of item 57.5 grams. £800-1,200

252 An Etruscan revival gold brooch, consisting of a round form 
dome in the centre, with applied wirework and granulation 
details, bloomed gold surround with a milled edge, locket-
backed and attached with tube hinged pin and C-catch fittings, 
also comes with a hook for pendant conversion, overall 
dimensions approximately measuring 3.3 x 3.3 cm, total weight 
of item 9.8 grams. £300-500

253 A diamond duette brooch, consisting of two dress clips with 
fleur-de-lis motif, fully pavéd with round and baguette 
diamonds, clipped to a white metal pin-backed mount for 
brooch conversion, with hinged pin stem and safety catch 
fittings, unmarked, approximately measuring 4.4 x 2.1 cm, total 
weight of item 14.7 grams. £1,500-2,000

254 Two rings and a stick pin, comprising of an 18ct gold turquoise 
and diamond ring, ring size P, 2.7grams gross, a ring set with a 
bloodstone oval cabochon, ring size P 1/2, and an amethyst 
and seed pearl stickpin, marked 15, 1 gram gross (3). £150-
250
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255 Tiffany & Co. A Soleste small full hoop diamond eternity ring, 
the round brilliant cut diamonds prong-set in a platinum band. 
Signed Tiffany. Ring size T. 3.25 grams £1,000-1,500

256 A single strand freshwater pearl necklace, the oval cream 
pearls from 12-15mm diameter, with a leaping dolphin clasp 
pave set to one side with diamonds, 50cms long £100-150

257 A lot of two 22ct yellow gold rings, one consisting of a plain D-
section band, Birmingham hallmarked with Victoria sovereign 
duty mark, ring size M; another comprises a plain court band, 
Birmingham hallmarked, ring size P, total weight of items 6.6 
grams (2). £200-300

258 A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut high claw 
set to a white precious metal mount, with three eight-cut 
diamonds millegrain set to each shoulder, estimated principal 
diamond weight 0.85ct, ring size P 1/2, 4.7 grams £700-900

259 A diamond eternity ring, comprises baguette-cut diamonds of 
different widths, channel set on a white precious metal mount, 
unmarked, band approximately measuring 4.4 mm wide, ring 
size M½, total weight of item 6.2 grams. £1,500-2,000
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260 A lot consists of three brooches, the bar brooch has a row of 
six split pearls set on a yellow metal mount, fitted with a tube 
hinged pin-stem and a catch, approximately measuring 2.3 x 
0.6 cm in dimensions; the bee brooch has seed pearls set on 
the centre, with an oval turquoise cabochon and pink stones 
accents, on a yellow metal mount fitted with a safety pin, 
approximately measuring 3.4 x 1.2 cm; the star brooch with 
seed pearls and turquoise has graduated seed pearls set on 
the arms, and turquoise cabochons as highlights, on a yellow 
gold mount, fitted with a hinged pin stem and safety catch, also 
connected to a loop bail for pendant conversion, London 
hallmarked as '375', dated 1969, approximately measuring 2.9 
x 2.9 cm. Total weight of items 10.4 grams (3). £200-300

261 A mixed lot of silver items, including various white metal and 
silver rings, some set with coated stones, yellow metal 
earrings, fancy link chains etc. Total weight of the lot is 
approximately 242 grams. £80-120

262 A swivel fob, consisting of a round agate and a bloodstone set 
on a ring mount, with a detailed engraved scrolled surround, 
stamped with 10ct and maker's mark BHJ, approximate size 
3.8 x 2.3 cm, total weight of item 9.7 grams. £100-150

263 A Tiffany & Co Elsa Peretti Five-charm bracelet, consisting of a 
red jasper Bean, sterling silver Open Heart, rock crystal drop, 
lapis lazuli Starfish and nephrite jade Eternal Circle, on a 
sterling silver paperclip chain with a figure of eight safety 
catch, London hallmarked, dated 2005, 18.5 cm long, total 
weight of item 12.6 grams. £150-250

264 Tiffany & Co. A Soleste large full hoop diamond eternity ring, 
the round brilliant cut diamonds prong-set in a platinum band. 
Signed Tiffany. The total diamond weight estimated to be 
approximately 1.76 carats. Ring size T. 5.11 grams £1,200-
1,800
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265 An Uno-A-Erre 18ct yellow gold mesh necklace, consisting of a 
woven mesh chain, fastened with a discrete groove and tongue 
clasp and secured with a figure of eight safety catch, Italian 
hallmarked along with British convention hallmarks as '750', as 
well as maker's mark 'UNOAERRE', presented in a Pascal at 
Liberty case, approximately measuring 13.5 mm wide, 43.5 cm 
long, total weight of item 80.0 grams. £2,500-3,000

266 An 18ct bi-coloured gold Art Deco style emerald cluster ring, 
consisting of an oval emerald at the centre, approximately 
measuring 6.0 x 3.8 mm, rub over set on an 18ct yellow gold 
mount, with various sized round diamonds of an estimated 
carat weight of 0.18cts, rub over set on a white gold scalloped 
surround, table-cut emeralds calibré set across the shoulders, 
to a tapered D-section shank, with London assay hallmarks 
750, head measuring 14.9 mm x 11.3 mm, ring size J, total 
weight of item 4.3 grams. £600-800

267 A Saudi Arabian pendant, comprises the relief of the Saudi 
Arabia emblem that features two crossed swords with a palm 
tree, on a yellow metal decagon plaque with a textured border, 
stamped '750', approximately measuring 2.4 cm, total weight of 
item 3.1 grams. £80-120

268 A 9ct gold topaz pendant on chain, comprises a baguette-cut 
pale blue topaz, approximately measuring 9.4 x 7.4 mm, bar 
set on a yellow gold mount, London hallmarked 375 with 
maker's mark STJ, on a 9ct gold curb chain with spring ring 
clasp, measuring at 46 cm, with import hallmarks 375, dated 
1997, total weight of item 4.5 grams. £200-300

269 An 18 carat white gold and cultured pearl three strand 
necklace; the three wire strands each set with seven cultured 
pearls, to a push button barrel clasp. 16cm length, 6.2 grams. 
In fitted Pravins case. £120-180
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270 A Tiffany & Co. diamond cross necklace, consisting of eleven 
round brilliant diamonds of an estimated total weight 0.44ct, 
claw set on a white metal mount stamped 'PT950', with a 42 
cm thin cable chain, in original case, total weight of item 3.6 
grams. £1,000-1,500

271 A pair of turquoise ear clips, each consisting of an oval 
turquoise cabochon approximately measuring 17.4 x 12.5 mm, 
set on a yellow metal mount stamped '750', with omega clip 
fittings, total weight of items 9.9 grams. £200-300

272 Cancer Research UK Charity lot - A solitaire diamond ring, set 
with a traditional cut diamond measuring 5.4-5.5mm with an 
estimated weight colour and clarity of 0.65ct L/P1, claw set in a 
rex collet on an 18ct yellow and white gold scroll shouldered 
mount, ring size L, total weight of item 3.2 grams £400-600

273 An Art Deco ruby and diamond ring, consisting of fourteen 
round single-cut diamonds, pavé set on a volute formed ring 
head, with further twenty-one table-cut rubies calibré set on the 
lashing, with a pierced gallery to a cut-out flat shank, white 
metal stamped as platinum, head approximately measuring 1.9 
x 1.1 cm, ring size L, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £500-700

274 A synthetic opal line bracelet, the fourteen oval cabochons 
each approximately 8.7mm by 6.6mm, set in yellow metal, 
20cm long 12.3grams gross. £200-300
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275 A pair of bi-coloured precious metal ear studs, each consists of 
a reeded textured dome, centred with a flower motif and bright-
cut engravings, with peg and butterfly fittings, Bahrain 
hallmarked as 916 (indicates 22ct), head approximately 
measuring 9.9 x 9.9 mm, total weight of item 3.5 grams. £100-
200

276 A diamond solitaire ring, consisting of a white round brilliant 
diamond approximately weighs 0.29ct, claw set on an 18ct 
white gold mount, on a tapered 18ct yellow gold shank, 
London hallmarked 750, dated 2004, ring size P½, total weight 
of item 3.3 grams. £300-500

277 A late Victorian five stone sapphire and diamond half hoop 
ring; the slightly graduated mixed cut stones in claw mounts to 
a reeded and tapering 18 carat gold shank. Ring size L, 2.61 
grams. (one sapphire replaced with paste stone). Boxed. £100-
150

278 A pair of foliate diamond earrings, each consisting of a carved 
claw set centre diamond estimate of 0.29ct together with 
melee diamond accents, to a bi-coloured metal stamped '585', 
with lever back fittings, total weight of item 4.9 grams. £500-
700

279 A pair of sapphire halo earrings, each consisting of an oval 
sapphire with intense blue body colour, approximately 
measuring 6.9 x 5.1 mm, claw set to an 18ct white gold mount, 
encompassed with twelve round brilliant diamonds, of an 
estimated total weight 0.24ct, to a peg and butterfly fittings, 
Birmingham hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 'XM', total 
weight of items 3.0 grams. £1,500-2,000
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280 A pair of Erté 'Le Soleil' earrings, each comprises round blue 
topaz in the centre, diamonds and mother of pearl inlays in bi-
coloured precious metals, with clip and post fittings, numbered 
as 31 from a limited edition of 200, metal stamped as '14K', 
featured in the Erté book, approximately measuring 3.8 x 2.5 
cm, total weight of item 18.5 grams. £300-500

281 A yellow precious metal pendant and chain, comprises a globe 
pendant with sandblasted details, the sphere approximately 
measuring 1.6 cm in diametres, attached to a 55.5 cm long 
belcher chain, fastened with a lobster clasp, Italian hallmarked 
as 375 (indicates as 9ct), total weight of item 14.1 grams. £100
-200

282 A Catherine Best peridot pendant together with a pair of 
peridot earrings, the pendant features a cushion-shaped 
mixed-cut peridot, approximately measuring 15.9 x 14.9 mm, 
collet set in the centre of a textured free form surround with 
fluid cut-outs, embellished with five round brilliant diamonds 
and granulation details, attached to a collet-set peridot bail, 
hallmarked with maker's mark 'CB' and stamped as '18ct', 
pendant dimensions measuring at 5.0 x 2.9 cm; the pair of 
earrings each has two oval brilliant-cut peridots, tube-set in a 
yellow metal stamped as '9ct', to a peg and butterfly fitting, 
earring drop measured at 2 cm. Total weight of items 24.1 
grams (2). £500-700

283 A yellow metal teddy bear pendant, comprises a repoussé of a 
smiling teddy bear holding a heart with its paw, attached with a 
loop bail, stamped as '750', measuring 3.5 x 1.7 cm in 
dimensions, total weight of item 5.4 grams. £150-250

284 A lot consisting of a diamond set band and a plain matching 
wedding band, formed from a single round brilliant cut diamond 
with an estimated weight of 0.10ct tension set into a 3x2.5mm 
flat band with a slight court and a matching 2.5x2.5mm flat 
band with a slight court, both rings are size L (leading edge), 
total item weight 10.9 grams £350-550
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285 A small collection of jewellery comprising of an amber ring set 
in white metal stamped 925, an amber brooch set in gilt metal, 
a string of cultured pearls, the white metal clasp marked 
"Silver", five pairs of earrings, a paste necklace and two 
brooches, (11) £100-150

286 A mixed assorted lot. Including some jade-style items (tests as 
nephrite, paste and possibly saussurite), jade-style box, 
synthetic ruby loose stone, figurines, beaded strings, assorted 
base metal jewellery etc. £150-250

287 An Edwardian five stone half hoop diamond ring; the slightly 
graduated mixed old cut diamonds in lozenge-shaped carved 
mount; with foliate shoulders. 18 carat gold, Chester 1907. 
Ring size O; together with an Edwardian three stone gypsy set 
sapphire and diamond ring in 9 carat rose gold setting. Chester 
1909. Ring size P. Gross weight 5.7 grams £100-150

288 A 9ct gold fire opal, spinel and chrome diopside cocktail ring, 
consisting of an oval brilliant fire opal approximately measuring 
8.9 x 6.8 mm, claw set on a yellow gold mount, surrounded by 
channel-set round pale green spinels and claw-set marquise 
chrome diopside, cluster head resembling foliate and 
measuring 2.0 x 1.9 cm, to a tapered shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked 375, dated 2006, ring size N, total weight of item 
4.3 grams. £300-600

289 A five stone half hoop sapphire and diamond ring; the oval cut 
sapphires and old brilliant cut diamonds flush set within a 
tapering band, marked '18ct'. Size O, 4.3 grams £100-150
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290 A mixed lot of silver items, including bangles, rings, fancy link 
chains, stone-set brooch, single earrings, and pendants etc. 
Total weight of the lot is approximately 482 grams. £150-250

291 A Chaumet 'Joséphin Aigrette' ring, consisting of a pear-cut 
rhodolite garnet measuring 7.7 x 5.0 mm, corner claw set to 
the centre of a wishbone ring, surrounded by round brilliant cut 
diamonds with an estimated diamond weight of 0.55ct, pavé 
set in a white metal stamped 'Au750', to a flat shank, signed 
Chaumet with maker's mark, numbered 1820076, ring size O, 
total weight of item 5.4 grams. 
Together with insurance replacement valuation for the ring, 
stating replacement value as £6,680 (same as current RRP), 
dated April 2022. £1,200-1,500

292 Tiffany. A single stone diamond and platinum band ring; the 
round brilliant cut diamond inset to the curved polished 
platinum band. Signed Elsa Peretti and Tiffany. In original case 
and outer box. Ring size J. 5.26 grams £200-300

293 A diamond pendant on silver chain, consisting of an oval 
pendant with nine round diamonds collet set in the centre and 
encompassed by a pavé-set diamond border on the surround, 
to a similarly fashioned and pavéd bail, attached to a round 
snake chain with lobster clasps, pendant approximately 
measuring 3.6 x 2.0 cm, white metal stamped as '14ct', chain 
measuring 45 cm in length, Italian hallmarked as 925, total 
weight of item 18.7 grams. £150-250

294 A 9ct yellow gold diamond and ruby set clown pendant, with 
large suspension loop, overall 9.5cm tall. £600-800
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295 A 15ct gold chain bracelet, comprising a double Figaro link, 
connecting with an Albert swivel to a jump ring, British 
hallmarked as 625, approximately measuring 21 cm in length, 
total weight of item 32.3 grams. £400-600

296 A pair of Tiffany & Co. gold and silver ear clips, on omega clip 
fittings, engraved with Tiffany monogram and 'STR-14K', total 
weight of items 9.7 grams. £150-250

297 A three stone diamond crossover ring; the slightly graduated 
round brilliant cut diamonds in claw set crossover mount and 
plain 18-carat gold shank. Total diamond weight is estimated 
to be in excess of 2 carats, size J½. £800-1,200

298 A pair of South-Sea pearl and diamond earrings, the slightly 
off-round pearls with diamond set scrolling, 14 carat white gold 
mounts. To post and 18 carat white gold butterfly fittings. 
Pearls 12.52mm and 12.58mm. 2.5cm overall length. £500-
700

299 An emerald and diamond half hoop ring; the oval cut emerald 
and round brilliant cut diamonds in claw mounts to a plain 
shank marked '18ct'. Ring size P, 3.3grams £200-300
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300 A lot of four beaded necklaces, one comprises of triangular 
prism-shaped bloodstone beads, strung to a screwed clasp, 
approximately measuring 63.5 cm long; the second consists of 
a string of 18.0 mm round tiger's eye bead, closure with a 
barrel clasp, measuring 49.0 cm in length; the third has 
kumihimo strung tiger's eye chip beads, with tube clasp, 
measuring 47.0 cm in length; the last has barrel-shaped agate 
beads with alternating flower head spacers, closing with tube 
clasp, measuring 55.0 cm in length. Total weight of items 
453.4 grams (4). £100-200

301 A pair of diamond and tanzanite pendant earrings, rectangular 
faceted tanzanites with an oval emerald cabochon in between, 
each stone within a diamond border, black oxidised mount, 
peg and butterfly fittings, 6.7cms drop £1,000-1,500

302 A large sardonyx pendant, comprises a large round banded 
sardonyx cabochon with a high dome, mounted on a ring 
surround on a bail, laser engraved '375', approximately 
measuring 4.2 x 4.2 x 1.9 cm, total weight of item 43.0 grams. 
£300-400

303 A diamond dress ring; the central marquise shaped cluster 
composed of three tiers of round brilliant cut diamonds in claw 
mounts. Set above a tapering gold band, marked '14k'.Ring 
size K, 5.8 grams . £200-300

304 Three stones diamond ring and pair of matching earrings, the 
ring consists of three round brilliant diamonds estimated carat 
weight of 0.9ct, illusion set on a bi-coloured precious metal 
mount to a flat shank, Soviet Union assay marked as 585, ring 
size T½. The pair of lever back earrings each consisting of 
three diamonds, illusion set on a bi-coloured precious metal 
mount, Russian hallmarked as 585. Total weight of items 7.2 
grams. £500-700
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305 An amethyst and diamond necklace and bracelet; the circular 
amethyst bead necklace interspaced with five diamond set 
roundels, to a jump ring clasp; 46cm length; together with a 
four-strand amethyst bead bracelet en suite, with three bar 
diamond set spacers, one containing the concealed clasp. 
17cm length. (2). £500-700

306 A three-stone peridot ring, comprises three round peridots 
each approximately measuring 5.9 mm, claw set on a white 
metal high cathedral mount with pierced under gallery, to a 
tapered D-section yellow shank, ring size O, total weight of 
item 3.9 grams. £100-150

307 A pair of chandelier earrings, each consisting of eight 
graduated tiers of stylised fringes extending from a yellow 
precious metal dome, attached to a shepherd's hook fitting, 
unmarked, approximately measuring 8.0 cm in drop length, 
total weight of items 10.0 grams. £300-500

308 A dress ring with synthetic sapphire and diamonds, comprises 
an intense coloured cushion-shaped synthetic sapphire 
measuring 14 x 10.8 mm, claw set on a yellow metal mount, 
with diamond-encrusted shoulders, to a criss-cross split shank, 
unmarked, ring size K½, total weight of item 17.3 grams. £500-
700

309 A Cartier 'Panthère de Cartier' 18ct yellow gold ring, with a 
sculpture of the Cartier signature panther head, set with 
Tsavorite garnets as eyes and an onyx nose, Swiss convention 
hallmarked as '750', signed by Cartier and inscribed 'DCK736' 
inside the shank, width of pattern 11 mm, ring size O, total 
weight of item 16.4 grams. £400-600
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310 A large loose sapphire gemstone, the cushion-shaped and 
mixed-cut sapphire has a relatively shallow crown and deep 
pavilion, consists of hexagonal colour zoning on a light 
purplish-blue body colour, approximately measuring 13.1 x 
10.8 x 9.3 mm, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £1,000-1,500

311 Georg Jensen - Sterling silver heart shield brooch No.3, overall 
dimensions 54mm, stamped 925 Denmark Sterling, the total 
weight of item 27.0 grams £200-300

312 Georg Jensen - an abstract ring, designed by Andreas 
Mikkelsen, No.A110B, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 
925, overall dimensions 2.5 x 2.3 cm, ring size P, total weight 
of item 21.3 grams. £200-300

313 Georg Jenson - silver brooch with Butterflies, designed by 
Arno Malinowski, No 283, stamped with 925S Denmark with 
makers mark with pin back overall measurements 53mm, total 
weight of item 19.5 grams. £150-200

314 Two Georg Jensen tulip brooches - The first is a silver tulip 
brooch No.100A stamped Sterling Denmark with pin back, 
overall dimensions 34x30mm with a total weight 6.7 grams. 
The second is a larger Silver tulip brooch No.100B, stamped 
925S Denmark with makers mark, overall dimensions 
42x32mm with a total weight of 8.7 grams. (2) £150-200
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314A Georg Jensen - silver two dolphins diving brooch No.251, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, overall dimensions 39x33mm 
with pin back, stamped 925S Denmark, total weight of item 
12.1 grams £150-200

315 Georg Jensen - silver kneeling fawn brooch No.256, designed 
by Arno Malinowski, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark with 
makers mark with pin back, overall dimensions 44x34mm, total 
weight of item 12.2mm £150-200

316 Georg Jensen - Sterling silver leaf and bud necklace No. 3, rub 
over set with oval cabochon amethysts with articulate silver 
leaf sections with an overall length of 46cm and a total weight 
of 45.9 grams, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark with the marker 
mark. £700-900

317 Georg Jensen - Silver foliate style art nouveau brooch, 'fruit 
and leaves' No.65, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark and makers 
mark with overall dimensions 51x41mm, total weight of item 
14.8 grams £150-250

318 Georg Jensen - An abstract brooch, with hinged pin stem and 
safety catch fittings, designed by Henning Koppel, No.342, 
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 7.7 cm 
wide, total weight of item 14.7 grams. £150-200
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319 Georg Jensen - A pair of drop earrings, with foliate details, peg 
and butterfly fittings, No.12, with maker's mark, stamped 
sterling, drop length 4.3 cm, total weight of item 6.7 grams. £80
-120

320 Georg Jensen - A silver brooch, depicting dove in wreath with 
silver dome accents, with hinged pin stem and safety catch 
fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No.70, 
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 6.0 cm 
wide, total weight of item 29.6 grams. £150-200

321 Georg Jensen - 'Seed and Pod' necklace with carnelian, with 
silver flower bud links alternating with round carnelian 
cabochons, fastened with toggle clasp, No.15, 1933-44 
maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 43.5 cm long, total 
weight of item 34.6 grams. £700-900

322 Georg Jensen - a necklace with kneeling deer and flowers, 
attached to a cable chain and toggle clasp, designed by Arno 
Malinowski, No.95, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, 
measuring 53.0 cm long, 4.2 cm wide, 28.5 cm drop, total 
weight of item 15.0 grams. £150-200

322A Georg Jensen - silver deer kneeling brooch No.256, designed 
by Arno Malinowski, overall dimensions 45x35mm, stamped 
Sterling with a British hallmark, total weight of item 15.3 grams 
£150-200
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323 Georg Jensen - a brooch depicting kneeling deer and flowers, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, No.256, 1933-44 maker's mark, 
stamped as 925, 4.2 cm wide, total weight of item 12.2 grams. 
£150-200

324 Georg Jensen - silver merman and fish brooch No285, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, overall dimensions 41mm with 
pin back, stamped Sterling Denmark, total weight of item 10.6 
grams. £80-120

325 Georg Jensen - sterling silver brooch in the design of an Art 
Nouveau stylised dove and wreath No.123 and designed by 
Kristian Moehl-Hansen, overall dimension 45mm, stamped 925 
Denmark Sterling with the makers mark, the total weight of 
item 14.7 grams £100-150

325A Georg Jensen - Iron & silver anchor and rope brooch No.5011, 
designed by Arno Malinowski with an iron base plate and silver 
hearts with an anchor and rope motif, overall dimensions of 
35x35mm and a weight of 17.4 grams £150-200

326 Georg Jensen - a round necklace, pendant depicting two 
butterflies resting upon bellflowers, attached to a cable chain 
and toggle clasp, designed by Arno Malinowski, No.105, 1933-
44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 56.5 cm long, 
5.3 cm wide, 30.5 cm drop, total weight of item 21.7 grams. 
£150-200
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326A Georg Jensen - A rose bracelet, with individual links stylised as 
blooming roses, connected with a discrete box clasp and figure 
of eight safety catch, No.44, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped 
as 925, measuring 18.5 cm long, total weight of item 24.6 
grams. £200-300

327 Georg Jensen - silver kneeling fawn brooch No.256, designed 
by Arno Malinowski, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark with 
makers mark with pin back, overall dimensions 44x34mm, total 
weight of item 12.2mm £150-200

328 Two Georg Jensen dove brooches - The first is a silver dove 
bird brooch No.209 stamped 830S Denmark with pin back, 
overall dimensions 45x32mm with a total weight 12.8 grams. 
The second is a smaller Silver dove bird brooch No.204, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark 
with makers mark, overall dimensions 40x30mm with a total 
weight of 13.2 grams. (2) £200-300

329 Georg Jensen - A coral and malachite necklace, with seven 
oval coral and ten round malachite cabochons collet set in 
silver floral mounts, connected with paperclip links and toggle 
clasp, No.8, with 1933-44 maker's marks, stamped as 925, 
overall length 51.5 cm, total weight of item 71.7 grams, £1,500-
2,000

330 Georg Jensen - A silver brooch, depicting dove in wreath, with 
hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, dove motif designed 
by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No.70, post-1945 maker's mark, 
stamped as 925, measuring 6.0 cm wide, total weight of item 
23.0 grams. £150-200
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331 Georg Jensen - a necklace with kneeling deer and flowers, 
attached to a cable chain and toggle clasp, designed by Arno 
Malinowski, No.95, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, 
measuring 53.0 cm long, 4.2 cm wide, 29.5 cm drop, total 
weight of item 14.9 grams. £150-200

332 Georg Jensen - A silver brooch, depicting wren with fern 
wreath, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, No.309, post-1945 maker's 
mark, stamped as 925, measuring 4.6 cm wide, total weight of 
item 11.7 grams. £100-150

332A Georg Jensen - 'Pendant of the Year 2004' necklace with onyx, 
comprises a long oval onyx cabochon collet set in the silver 
mount, to a non-branded box chain, post-1945 maker's mark, 
stamped as 925, pendant measuring 3.0 x 1.6 cm, chain 40 cm 
long, total weight of item 12.3 grams. £100-150

333 Georg Jensen - Two amoeba brooches, both designed by 
Henning Koppel, backed with hinged pin stem and safety catch 
fittings, No.324, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, 4.0 
cm wide; No.376, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, 
7.1 cm wide, total weight of items 31.0 grams (2). £250-350

333A Georg Jensen - A lozenge brooch, with stylised snail amid 
foliage, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, No. 279, 
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 'STERLING', overall 
dimensions 5.5 x 4.3 cm, total weight of item 16.7 grams. £100
-200
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334 Georg Jensen - Silver bird in reeds brooch No. 297, designed 
by Hugo Lisberg, stamped 925 Sterling Denmark and makers 
mark with pin back, overall dimensions 55mm, total weight of 
item 19.1 grams £200-300

334A Georg Jensen - silver floral brooch No.295, overall dimesons 
54x31mm, stamped Sterling Denmark, the total weight of item 
16.7 grams £150-250

335 Georg Jensen - a heart-shaped necklace, pendant depicting a 
flying dove with olive branches, to a 53 cm cable chain and a 
toggle clasp, designed by Arno Malinowski, No.97, with 1933-
44 makers marks, stamped as 925, pendant dimension 4.0 x 
3.9 cm, total weight of item 15.3 grams. £150-200

336 A 2014 Canadian 75th Anniversary of the First Royal Visit 
$200 24ct gold coin, the 278 of 500 struck in Proof features an 
ultra-high relief effigies of King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth, which accurately presents the attire he wore during 
the royal tour in 1939, and relief of Queen Elizabeth II on the 
reverse, encapsulated in a fitted presentation case, diametres 
measuring at 30 mm, with a certificate of authenticity, total 
weight of item 33.17 grams. £1,000-1,200

337 A Newfoundland Two-dollar gold coin, with the head portrait of 
Queen Victoria on the obverse and inscription on the reverse, 
dated 1888, total weight of item 3.3 grams. £300-400
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338 The Prince George & Princess Charlotte of Cambridge 9ct gold 
commemorative medallions, proof like finish, limited edition of 
199, issued by the Jubilee Mint, 16mm £80-120

339 An Elizabeth II proof sovereign, dated 2017. Cased £350-400

340 A 2014 Bailiwick of Jersey '100 Poppies' £5 22ct gold coin, the 
4 of 100 struck in Proof features Ian Rank-Broadley's portrait of 
HM Queen Elizabeth II on the obverse, and the reverse 
features a large poppy in the centre with rhodium plating 
surrounded by another 99 gold poppies, marking 100 years 
since the beginning of WWI, encapsulated in a fitted 
presentation case, diametres measuring at 38.61mm, with a 
certificate of authenticity, total weight of item 39.94 grams. 
£1,000-1,200

341 An Elizabeth II VE Day 75th Anniversary gold sovereign 
prestige set, dated 202, comprising, a quarter sovereign, a half 
sovereign and a sovereign. Cased and with papers £500-700

342 A 2018 Tristan da Cunha 'Defence Of Our Skies' three 22ct 
gold coin set, comprising a sovereign with Supermarine 
Spitfire on the reverse; a half-sovereign with Sopwith Camel on 
the reverse; a quarter-sovereign with Hawker Hurricane on the 
reverse, each coin has the portrait of H.M. Queen Elizabeth on 
the obverse and a coloured Union Jack background on the 
reverse, encapsulated in a fitted Hattons of London 
presentation case, boxed with a certificate, total weight of item 
14 grams. £450-550
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343 An Elizabeth II VE Day 25th Anniversary gold proof double 
sovereign. Dated 2020. In fitted case, with papers. £900-1,100

344 A French Twenty Franc Paris Mint gold bullion coin, Laureate 
head portrait of Napoleon III on the obverse and imperial coat 
of arms on the reverse, dated 1866, total weight of item 6.4 
grams. £200-300

345 A 2012 Bailiwick of Guernsey HM Queen Elizabeth II Diamond 
Jubilee £5 22ct gold piedfort coin, one of 60 struck in Proof 
features the double portrait of the Queen plated in rhodium on 
the obverse, four nations on the reverse, encapsulated in a 
fitted Westminster's presentation case, diameters measuring at 
38.6 mm, total weight of item 80.0 grams. £2,300-2,500

346 A Cartier fountain pen and Parker mechanical pencil. The 
Cartier 'Must de Cartier' fountain pen, has a ribbed barrel with 
trinity ring motif on the pen cap, signed and numbered as 
'A55039', made in France, approximately measuring 13.6 x 1.0 
cm; The Parker mechanical pen, made in England, with an 
arrow as maker's mark, and marked as '1/10 12ct roll gold', 
approximately measuring 12.6 x 1.0 cm. £100-150

347 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each with engine turned 
decoration, London import marks 2014, boxed with outer card 
case. £120-180
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348 A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck Pix rollerball pen, with a screwed 
on cap, numbered 'GU1997501'. £100-150

349 A Mont Blanc Bohème fountain pen, with an opposed bar-cut 
blue stone on beak clip, the 14kt nib stamped 4810, cap top 
numbered 'PL1302846'. £150-250

350 A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck Pix ballpoint pen, with logo on the 
cap, numbered 'ED1611424'. £80-120

351 A Montblanc Meisterstück Platinum-Coated Classique 
Mechanical Pencil measuring 140.2mm in length. The cap and 
barrel are crafted in black precious resin featuring the iconic 
white Montblanc emblem inlaid in the cap top. 
Serial: KN112**** £80-120

352 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each decorated with engine 
turned bands, 135mm overall length, London import marks 
2014, 91.8 grams gross, boxed with outer card case. £120-180
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353 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each with engine turned 
decoration, London import marks 2014, boxed with outer card 
case. £120-180

354 A Montblanc Meisterstuck Pix Classique ballpoint pen, 
measuring 167mm in length with a pull draw cap and blue ink, 
topped with the Montblanc mountain cap, pen lid is laser 
engraved 'Microsoft' total weight of item 23.2 grams 
IR1381130 £40-80

355 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each with fluted design, London 
import marks 2014, boxed with outer card case. £120-180

356 A19th century gold and enamel desk seal, the gold pistol grip 
handle in pierced scrolling and foliate work overlaying a 
turquoise enamel base; together with a fountain pen en suite 
and a French telescopic pencil, with motto engraved to white 
agate terminal. (3) £300-500

357 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each decorated with engine 
turned bands, 135mm overall length, London import marks 
2014,91 grams gross, boxed with outer card case. £120-180
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358 A pair of silver ballpoint pens, each with engine turned 
decoration, 135mm long, London import marks 2014, 92grams 
gross, boxed with outer card case. £120-180

359 A Montblanc Meisterstück 'Metal 2' roller ball pinstripe cap pen, 
measuring 135.5mm with gilt sections, the barrel is crafted in 
black precious resin and the cap is sterling silver featuring the 
iconic white Montblanc emblem inlaid in the cap top. £100-150

360 A lot of five ancient Egyptian scarab beads, consisting of 
various sizes of carved steatite scaraboid impression seals, 
each comprises a cartouche with hieroglyphs on the reverse, 
also hole drilled through longitudinally, total weight of items 9.7 
grams (5). £100-150

361 An irregular shaped agate dish, carved from a translucent 
banded brown agate, polished with rounded sides and raised 
foot, stylised with a slightly everted lip rim, approximately 
measuring 10.2 x 9.2 x 3.0 cm, in Vacheron Constantin box, 
total weight of item 82.1 grams. £300-500

362 A Must De Cartier gold plated lighter with vertical fluted 
decoration, 7cm high, serial number 94101D, in fitted case with 
Must De Cartier outer card box, with Guarantee, instruction 
booklets, Cartier flints and gas refill. £100-150
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363 A Cartier cigarette box, comprising a reeded finish yellow 
precious metal, edged with geometrical blue enamel borders, 
with a side button to trigger open the lid, signed Cartier 
London, with French eagle head hexagon hallmark (indicates 
18ct), approximately measuring 8.4 x 5.0 x 1.0 cm, total weight 
of item 103.3 grams. £1,500-2,000

364 A late 18th century gold and enamel toothpick box; oblong with 
blue guilloché panels to cover and base; the centre set with a 
glazed, raised plaited hair panel, within a white enamel border. 
the cover and base with beaded white enamel borders and 
outer reeded borders; glazed interior and lined with silk velvet; 
with outer red leather Morrocco case. 9cm x 3.1cm. Gross 
weight 60.28 grams £2,500-3,500

365 A Vacheron Constantin nephrite jade round box, stylised with 
rounded sides and raised foot, a lid with carnelian knop and 
yellow gold foliate surround, stamped with brand logo and 
'18K', approximately measuring 5.8 x 4.6 cm, in original fitted 
case, total weight of item 133.9 grams. £2,500-3,000

366 A 1915 Silver Trench watch, with a pocket watch movement in 
a silver 33mm case, stamped with Import Silver marks and 
dated 1915, with a white dial and subdial for seconds, wire 
lugs on a brown leather strap with a 'Brev Depose' dial 
protector mesh. 
Strap embossed Victor2 529335 £150-250

367 A Junghans Max Bill manual wristwatch with a German hand-
wound mechanical movement in a 34.5mm round steel case 
with a black dial and Arabic numerals and acrylic glass on a 
black Junghans strap. £80-120
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368 A lady's Tag Heuer professional 2000 series, 200m, with a 
Swiss quartz movement in a 28mm steel case with an off-white 
dial and luminous hands, the rotating bezel on a steel 
articulate strap with deployment buckle with safety catch. 
Model: 2000 series 
Waterproof:200 Meters (Not tested) £100-150

369 An 18ct yellow gold Longines lady's wristwatch with a Swiss-
made quartz movement in a rectangle tank style case 
measuring 20 x 24mm, a white dial with a seconds sub-dial at 
6 o'clock with an oval link 18ct yellow gold Longines bracelet 
with clasp. 
L5155 6 
Serial: 292110481 
Total weight of item 35.9 grams £1,000-1,500

370 A lady's Tag Heuer professional 2000 series, 200m, with a 
Swiss quartz movement in a 28mm steel case with a blue dial 
and luminous hands, the rotating bezel on a steel articulate 
strap with deployment buckle with safety catch. 
Model: 2000 series WK1313 
Serial: WX4928 
Waterproof:200 Meters (Not tested) £100-150

371 A Seiko Chronograph automatic 6139, with an automatic 
Japanese movement featuring a day/date function and a 
chronograph in a steel case measuring 40x44mm with a blue 
dial and minute subdial on a steel bracelet with a folding clasp 
6139 - 8002 
179841 
8010T £200-250

372 An Omega lady's dress watch with a hand-wound Swiss 
movement caliber 650 with an integrated mesh case and 
bracelet of woven yellow metal stamped '375' with an oval 
silver dial and gold hands and indexes with a folding clasp. 
Total item weight 29.2 grams 
Model: 1061 7115785 
Serial: 19574858 
Year: 1962 £600-800
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373 A Record Watch Co diamond set lady's dress watch with a 
Swiss-made hand-wound movement in a cushion shape case 
hallmarked 18ct gold measuring 20mm with a diamond-set 
bezel with an estimated diamond weight of 0.72ct on a mesh 
18ct white gold bracelet with folding adjustable clasp, total 
weight of items 35.3 grams. £700-900

374 A Bvlgari lady's wristwatch with a Swiss quartz movement in a 
30mm steel case with a black dial and silver roman numerals 
and baton indexes with a steel engraved bezel engraved 
'Bvlgari', on a black leather strap original buckle 
Model: BB30SLD 
Serial: D241680 
Movement: MVE002 MBBV £200-300

375 A lot consisting of two silver open face pocket watches, the 
first being an early Victorian open face pocket watch with a 
white enamel dial with Roman numerals in a silver detachable 
outer case measuring 55mm, a key-wound signed movement 
by W M Carter of Salisbury 35183, with chain. Finally, another 
open face pocket watch with a white enamel dial and sub-dial 
for seconds signed H Samuel Manchester Swiss made with a 
key-wound movement in a silver case measuring 52mm. (2) 
£100-150

376 A Waltham Mass Traveler open face pocket watch and chain, 
with a keyless wound Walthams Mass USA traveller 
movement number 17619730 in a Dennison watch case 
measuring 50mm in yellow metal with a white enamel dial and 
sub-dial with seconds at 6 o'clock, with a 9ct yellow gold Albert 
chain. 
Year: 1909 £300-400

377 A Cyclar Chrongraphe Suisse wristwatch, with a hand-wound 
Swiss movement in a rose metal stamped 18kt case 
measuring 38mm with a black dial with rose coloured numerals 
including a precise telemeter scale and two subdials for 
seconds and minutes and dommed acrylic glass on a genric 
strap and deployment buckle. £150-250
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378 A Gucci bangle watch with a quartz movement set into a 
rotating central bezel with a black dial and steel articulated 
bangle-style bracelet measuring 33mm across, with a folding 
deployment buckle. Engraved with the Gucci logo. 
Total weight of item 100.4 grams £80-120

379 A diamond set Eterna wristwatch with a Swiss-made quartz 
movement in a yellow metal 'stamped 750' cushion shape case 
measuring 30mm with a diamond-set bezel and an estimated 
diamond weight of 0.70ct, gold pattern dial with gold hands on 
a black leather strap. 
Total weight of item 27.7 grams £1,500-2,000

380 An Omega Seamaster Aquaterra 150m/500ft with a Swiss 
quartz movement, silver dial with date aperture at 3 o'clock, 
38mm steel case with a steel bracelet and deployment buckle 
clasp 
Model: 196.1114 
Caliber: 1538 
No box or papers. 
Total weight of the item 110.4 grams £400-600

381 A diamond set Chanel J12 33mm lady's watch with a Swiss 
quartz movement, a black ceramic case with a black dial with 
Arabic numerals and date at 4-5 O'clock with a sapphire crystal 
glass, a double row diamond-set bezel on black ceramic strap 
with a double deployment clasp. 
Model: J12 series 
Serial: I N 68308 
Waterproof: 20ATM (not tested) 
Box no papers, 
Total weight of item 103.0 grams £2,700-3,100

382 A Trafalgar Talking watch and a Trafalgar radio watch, The 
Trafalga talking watch from approximately 1981 was one of the 
first talking watches in the world at the time with a case 
measuring 40x44mm. The Trafalgar radio is a retro FM 
receiver in a case measuring 33x45mm on a black rubber 
strap. (2) £80-120
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383 A Longines open face pocket watch in a forged fitted travel 
case, with a keyless wound swiss movement, numbered 16831 
with glass movement protector exhibition back in a white metal 
case measuring 50mm with a fitted white metal forges travel 
case £300-500

384 A lady's Omega dress watch, with a hand-wound Swiss-made 
movement caliber 245, in a 19.5mm yellow metal round case 
stamped 14kt with an off-white dial and dauphine hands on a 
gates style bracelet in yellow metal hallmarked 9ct gold 
Model: 977 - 156805 
Serial: 18547117 
Caliber: 245 
Year: 1961 £150-250
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385 A WW2 Omega Pilots watch K.501, with a hand-wound Swiss 
movement caliber 23.4SC T1, the first movement Omega 
release with a central sweeping second hand, in a steel 30mm 
case with a tropical dial and Arabic roman numerals on a 
generic black leather strap. 
Model: K.501 
Caliber 23.4SC T1 
Estimated year of manufacture:1939-1943 
Purchased: 1944 in Rhodesia by a British Pilot upon gaining 
his wings 
Serial: 9607458 
Case No: 10354382
The watch was purchased new by the vendor's father in law. 
It comes with the original purchase receipt from T.Frobes & 
Son LTD, Abercorn Street, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, purchase 
date: 13-1-1944 
It also comes with a receipt guaranteeing the watch 
mechanically and its waterproofing for twenty years, also dated 
13-1-1944 

"Vernon Stewart Gibson joined the RAF as a fifteen-year-old 
apprentice at RAF Halton training as an airframe 
and engine technician. He was in the 33rd intake at Halton and 
celebrated as being one of the 
“Trenchard Brats”. 
At the outbreak of war, he was posted to the Gower in South 
Wales repairing Spitfires and 
Hurricanes returning them to service. 
In 1943 he was selected for flight training in Rhodesia and 
gained his wings in January 1944. 
To celebrate this he bought the Omega watch recommended 
for pilots from Forbes of Bulawayo. 

Vernon didn’t get to fly ops in WW2 instead being attached to 
Transport Command, but later flew 
operationally in Harvards in the Mau Mau campaign, gaining 
the rank of Flight Lieutenant. 
He also served several years in Aden and India, mainly in 
administrative and HQ capacities. 
Later he spent many years as a flying instructor with the 
Central Flying School at Little 
Rissington, Oxfordshire. 
His final years of service were mainly in 
Air Traffic Control ended in 1968 at RAF Bassingbourn, 
Cambridgeshire. 
Vernon passed away in January 2010 in Bedford hospital at 
the age of 90 yrs." 

All provenance supplied by the vendor £800-1,000
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386 An Omega Seamaster quartz Lady's wristwatch, with a 22mm 
plated case and a pink dial, gold baton indexes with a date 
aperture at 3 O'clock, Swiss-made 7 jewel quartz movement 
on a generic expandable plated band. 
Caliber: 1380 
Case: 5960056 
Movement: 46310785 
Box £120-180

387 A Rolex Oyster 3351 Lincoln shockproof with a hand-wound 
Swiss movement, with a 28mm cushion shape case with a 
Brevetee case back, it has an off white dial with Arabic 
numerals and red 24hr sub-indexes, acrylic glass and is on a 
brown plated strap. 
Caliber: 59 
Model: 3351 
Serial: 170648 
Year: 1942 approximately £1,000-1,500

388 A Tiffany and Co. wristwatch with a Longines watch co. hand-
wound Swiss-made movement in a square case stamped 14kt 
measuring 25mm with an off-white dial and Arabic numerals 
and acrylic glass, on a brown leather strap 
Case number 74791 
Movement number: 1055315 £400-600

389 A Favre-Leuba Geneve Automatic with a 9ct gold 33mm case 
with a silver dial and baton indexes and a date aperture at 3 
Oclock, with acrylic glass 
Caliber: AS 1873 £300-500

390 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch and bracelet with a 
hand-wound caliber 484 movement in a 14mm square case 
with gold dial, hands and baton indexes on a mesh bracelet 
measuring 18 cm, total weight of item 37.1 grams 
Case: 7115690 
Serial 25427878 
Year: 1967 £500-700
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391 A Jaeger LeCoultre 18ct yellow gold lady's wristwatch with a 
Swiss-made ultra-thin hand-wound movement in an 18ct 
yellow gold case measuring 23mm with a gold dial and gold 
baton indexes on an integrated 'wood slat' effect stylised 
bracelet and clasp, total weight of item 48.4 grams. 
Case No: 1016907 A 
Caliber: P838 
Movement No: 1801207 £2,400-2,800

392 A Hermes Clipper lady's wristwatch with a Swiss quartz 
movement in a steel case 24mm with a blue shell dial and 
sapphire crystals glass with a diamond-set bezel on a steel 
strap with a deployment buckle. £200-300

393 A lady's diamond set Omega wristwatch, with a hand-wound 
Swiss-made movement caliber 485, in an 18ct yellow gold 
tonneau-shaped case measuring 15 x 18mm with marquise cut 
diamond set at the top and bottom of the case in a spray 
pattern with an estimated diamond weight of 0.18ct with a '750' 
stamped gold mesh bracelet measuring 12mm at its widest, 
with an adjustable folding clasp. 
Model: C 85726 8268 
Serial: 36563668 
Caliber: 485 
Year: 1973 approx 
No box or papers 
Total weight of items 39.2 grams £1,200-1,500

394 A Zodiak Chronograph wristwatch and a Cyma sports 
wristwatch, the Zodiak Streamline Chronograph houses a 
Swiss quartz movement in a steel case measuring 47mm with 
a black dial and three subdials on a heavy-duty steel strap with 
a deployment buckle (Z03901). The Cyma white dial with a 
date aperture at 3 o'clock houses a Swiss quartz movement in 
a 40mm steel case on a steel articulated bracelet with a push-
button deployment buckle (02-0364). (2) £80-120

395 A WW2 Omega pilots watch with a hand-wound Swiss 
movement caliber 30T2 SC with a black dial and Arabic 
numerals in a 36mm case, military issue markings on the case 
back reading A. M. 6B/159 1552/56 
Model: Pilots Watch issued to the RAF 
Caliber: 30T2 SC 
Estimated year of manufacture:1944 
Serial: 10002072 
Military case back numbers: 
A. M. 
6B/159 
1552/5 £1,500-2,000
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396 A limited-edition Dunhill Citytamer 18ct gold lady's wristwatch, 
with a swiss made quartz movement in a bi-colour 20mm case 
stamped "750" with a stepped cut sapphire crystal glass and a 
black dial on a brown leather strap with a deployment clasp 
stamped "750". Limited edition run numbered 035/300 
Model: Lady's Citytamer 
Serial: 8086 1034 
Complete with Box, swing tags and stickers. £800-1,200

397 A Longines Présence automatic wristwatch with a swiss made 
automatic movement set into a bi-metal case measuring 
34.5mm, with a gold dial and gold baton indexes and date 
aperture at 3 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass and exhibition 
case back, with a bi-colour metals strap 
Model: L4.8212 
Serial: 38736229 
Caliber: L619.2 £300-500

398 A fully serviced lady's Rolex Datejust with original red dial in an 
18ct yellow gold 26mm case with a factory red dial with gold 
baton indexes on a president bracelet with extra links included. 

Model:6917 
Serial: 5489128 
Year: 1978 
Service pouch, service cloth, extra links included 
12 months service warranty from Horologium watch repairs 
and services £3,500-4,500

399 A Chanel J12 38mm automatic Swiss movement with a black 
ceramic case with a black dial with Arabic numerals and date 
at 4-5 O'clock with sapphire crystal glass with a black ceramic 
bezel and a black ceramic strap with a double deployment 
clasp. 
Model: J12 series 
Serial: I H 99598 
Caliber: 12.1 
Waterproof: 20ATM (not tested) 
Year: 2011 
Box no papers, DVD included 
Total weight of the item 141.8 grams £1,400-1,800

400 A Movado wristwatch and a Longines wristwatch, the Movado 
Bold houses a swiss quartz movement in a rose coloured steel 
case measuring 36mm with rose coloured dial with a stone set 
circle at 12 o'clock on a brown leather strap 
(MB.01.3.34.6039), The Longines houses a Swiss quartz 
movement in a 20mm plated steel case on a brown leather 
strap. (2) £80-120
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401 A 'Broad Arrow' Omega Speedmaster chronograph with a 
Swiss automatic movement in a steel case measuring 42mm, 
with a black dial with stepped subdials and silver hands and 
baton indices, on a steel strap with a push-button deployment 
buckle. 
Model: 3551.50.00 
Serial: 78004624 
Complete with box and papers £2,800-3,600

402 A Junghans Max Bill manual wristwatch with a German hand-
wound mechanical movement in a 34.5mm round steel case 
with a white dial and Arabic numerals and acrylic glass on a 
light brown Junghans strap. £80-120

403 A Dixi Militaria incabloc chronograph, featuring a Valjoux 7733 
hand-wound Swiss movement in a 37mm case with an off-
white dial with two subdials with acrylic glass on a generic 
metal strap. 
1006-10 £300-500

404 A collection of four Tissot wristwatches, comprised of a Tissot 
Seastar Seven with a Swiss mechanical movement in a steel 
34mm case with silver dial, A Tissot Seastar with a mechanical 
movement in a cushion-shaped steel case measuring 33mm, A 
Tissot Titanium quartz movement watch with a 35mm case, 
finally a Tissot automatic PR 516 GL with day/date function in 
a gilt case measuring 36mm. (4) £200-300

405 An Omega Genève Automatic 'TV' with a swiss made 
automatic movement caliber 1012, in a steel 'TV' case 
measuring 36mm with a silver dial and date aperture at 3 
O'clock on a fitted steel strap with deployment buckle. 
Model: 166.0191/366.0835 
Serial: 37754016 
Caliber: 1012 
Year: 1973 £300-500
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406 An Omega 2479-5 bumping automatic wristwatch with a 
caliber 30.10 RAPC bumping automatic Swiss and movement 
in a bi-colour 35mm case with an off-silver dial and rose colour 
batons and hands with a subdial for seconds at 6 o'clock on a 
generic black strap. 
Model: 2479-5 
Serial: 11078226 
Year: 1947 
No box, no papers. 
Omega Cal.30.10.RAPC Bumper Automatic Chronometer 
Grade Movement £200-300

407 A lady's Longines quartz watch with a Swiss-made quartz 
movement in a 23.5mm yellow metal case with stainless steel 
case back, a white dial with Roman numerals and date 
aperture at 3 O'clock on a black leather strap. 
Model: L4.136.2 
Serial: 29894482 £80-120

408 A Ladys Art-Deco diamond-set wristwatch with an IWC 
international watch Co. hand-wound movement set in a 
rectangular case measuring 10x23mm set with mixed-cut 
diamonds with an estimated diamond weight of 1.50ct in white 
metal on a black chord strap with a white metal clasp. 
Total weight of item 18.1 grams
Includes an insurance valuation from Bentley and Co of New 
Bond Street from 1992 for £1,750.00 £700-1,000

408A A lady's 9ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch and bracelet with a 
hand-wound caliber 650 movement in a 14mm round case with 
gold dial, hands and baton indexes on an articulated bracelet 
measuring 17.5 cm, total weight of item 18.2 grams 
Box and papers 
Case: 7115718 
Serial 20480190 
Year: 1963 £400-600

409 A lady's Omega wristwatch, with a hand-wound Swiss-made 
movement caliber 663, in an 18ct yellow gold cushion-shaped 
case measuring 23mm with a gold dial and a '750' stamped 
gold mesh bracelet measuring 15mm at its widest, with an 
adjustable folding clasp. 
Model: 8364 336 
Serial: 37551515 
Caliber: 663 
Year: 1973 approx 
No box or papers 
Total weight of items 54.2 grams £1,200-1,500
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410 An 1892 silver open face H W Benson London pocket watch, 
with a key-wound movement, signed The Ludgate Watch. J 
W.Benson. Best London Make. By warrant to H.M.Queen. 
Ludgate Hill, London. In a hallmarked silver case measuring 
50mm with a white enamel dial with sub-dial doe seconds and 
gilt hands. Including two Albert chains one with a compass and 
tag, the total weight of items 213.4 grams £150-200

411 An 18ct yellow gold Baume & Mercier wristwatch with a Swiss-
made quartz movement in an 18ct yellow gold 32mm case with 
a white dial and roman numerals marker with a date aperture 
at 3 O'clock on a generic brown leather strap. 
Case numbers: 15163/1905093 £300-500

412 A Salvatore Ferragamo F-80 chronograph with a swiss made 
quartz movement featuring a chronograph and date in a rose 
metal case measuring 42mm with a black layered dial with 
three subdials and date aperture at 4 o'clock with a ceramic 
bezel all on a bi-colour ceramic and metals strap with push-
button deployment buckle 
Model: F-80 
Serial: 1375 £100-150

413 An Omega diamond set dress watch, with a Swiss-made hand-
wound movement caliber 483, in a yellow metal square case 
stamped '18kt' measuring 17mm with a diamond-set bezel 
consisting of thirty-two round brilliant cut diamond with an 
estimated weight of 0.48ct with a finely woven yellow metal 
mesh strap stamped '750' with folding buckle. 
Total item weight 42.0 Grams 
Model: 8040 - 537641 
Serial: 21345747 
Year: 1964 £1,200-1,500

414 A Gentleman's Omega DeVille with a Swiss-made quartz 
movement in a 33mm gilt case, with a gold dial and gold baton 
indexes with a gilt bi-colour strap and folding deployment clasp 

Model: 195.0015 
Caliber:1336 £100-150
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415 Two oyster style watch links. 21.11grams £700-1,000

416 A Baume & Mercier Quartz lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss 
quartz movement in a steel and yellow metal case measuring 
22x 22mm with a gold colour dial and roman numerals in black 
with a yellow metal bezel and riveted steel bracelet with push-
button deployment clasp 
Model: 4227 018 
Serial: 1125205 £150-200

417 An iconic 1966 Omega Speedmaster the ST 105.003-65 'Ed 
White' pre-moon wristwatch with a hand-wound swiss 
movement: caliber 321 in a steel 40mm case with a black dial 
and original bezel on a generic metal strap. 
Model: ST 105 003 -65 
Serial: 24538181 
Caliber: 321 
Year: 1966 approximate year of manufacture 
No box 
The Omega Speedmaster, born in 1957, is one of the most 
iconic wristwatches ever produced, the ST 105.003.65 is one 
of the most important Speedmasters, in existence. NASA 
selected this watch as the only survivor of the extreme tests 
conducted in 1964/65 that would qualify for manned space 
flights. Throughout all the Gemini missions, astronauts carried 
an ST 105.003.65
Excellent provenance with original purchase receipts, lots of 
communication and history between the shop it was purchased 
from and the buyer. 
Purchased new by the vendors family £6,000-8,000

418 An 18ct yellow gold Universal Geneve golden shadow 
automatic wristwatch, with a 32mm case, off-white dial with 
acrylic glass and Roman numerals markers, the Swiss 
movement has 25 jewels with a micro oscillating rota all on a 
black strap and an engraved case back. 
Model: 166111/03 
Serial: 2464018 £400-600
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419 A Russian stone set bangle dress watch, with a hand-wound 
movement in a yellow metal case stamped '583', with a hinged 
dial cap set with synthetic Rubies on a, sprung loaded bangle 
of yellow metal stamped '583' with safety chain. Total weight of 
item 20.3 grams £200-300

420 A Gucci lady's wristwatch, a Longines lady's wristwatch and a 
brandless lady's wristwatch. The Gucci watch houses a Swiss 
quartz movement in a gilt case measuring 21mm on a black 
strap with a box. The Longines watch houses a Swiss quartz 
movement in a gilt case measuring 23.5mm with a gold dial on 
a brown strap. The un-branded watch holds a quartz 
movement in a rectangle steel case. (3) £100-150

421 An Omega Seamaster Automatic with a Swiss-made automatic 
movement caliber 1020, in a steel case measuring 36mm with 
a silver dial and day-date aperture at 3 o'clock on a fitted steel 
strap with deployment buckle. 
Model: 166.0216/3600848 
Serial: 46955734 
Caliber: 1020 
Year: 1984 approx 
No box or papers £200-300

422 An 18ct gold and steel Cartier Tank Anglais medium size 
wristwatch, with an automatic Swiss movement in a steel case 
measuring 30mm x 39mm, a silver dial with Roman numerals 
and date at 3 o'clock, with sapphire crystal glass and a dual 
18ct yellow gold and steel bracelet. 
Complete with box and Papers. 
Serial: 3511 189389SX 
Year: 2014 
Find out more about Cartier Valuations £3,000-5,000

423 A collection of 6 wristwatches, including two Seiko quartz 
watch on gilt metal with black dials, a Regency quartz 
movement watch in a gilt case with a black dial, a Concerta 
hand-wound movement watch with a gilt case measuring 25, 
with a mesh strap and square cased Gruen watch with a 
mechanical hand-wound movent and finally an Orlando black 
quartz movement watch in it box (6) £100-200
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424 A Pasha De Cartier automatic wristwatch, with a 38mm case 
stamped 750 with off white dial and Arabic numerals, date 
aperture at 4'oclock and sapphire crystal glass, on a red 
Cartier strap. 
Model: 1987 
Serial: 0583820901 £2,000-2,500

425 A Gentleman's Omega constellation chronometer automatic 
with a Swiss-made automatic movement on a 31mm bi-metal 
case, with a gold dial and diamond-set indexes with a date 
aperture at 3 o'clock 
Model: 123.20.35.20.58.001 
Serial: 84676108 £600-800

426 A Longines Elegant Lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss-made 
quartz movement in a steel case measuring 25mm with a white 
dial and baton indexes and date aperture at 3 o'clock covered 
with sapphire crystal glass all on a steel articulated strap with 
double folding deployment buckle. 
Model: L4.216.4 
Serial: 30497895 £100-150

427 A diamond set art-deco cocktail watch, with a hand-wound 
Swiss movement in a rectangular case measuring 10x23mm 
with an offwhite dial with a mixed cut diamond-set bezel, lugs 
and full line bracelet with an estimated diamond weight of 
3.70ct all in white metal engraved 'Platinum' art deco style 
case and bracelet. total weight of item 27.9 grams £1,500-
2,000

428 A Longines automatic chronograph with a swiss made 
automatic chronograph movement with column wheel in a 
40mm steel case with a white dial and three subdials, a date 
aperture at 4-5 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass and an 
exhibition case back on a brown leather strap with original 
buckle. 
Model: LZ 7494 
Serial: 40054559 
Caliber: L688.2 £200-300
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429 An iconic 1966/7 Omega Speedmaster the ST 105.003-
65/145.003 wristwatch with a hand-wound swiss movement: 
caliber 321 in a steel straight lug 39.5mm case with a black 
dial and original bezel with the original metal strap, complete 
with box and papers and additional provenance. One owner 
since new. 
Case back and Model No: ST 105 003 -65 
Original Certificate No: Model (Omega logistical no): 
ST145.003 
Serial: 24012960 
Caliber: 321 
Year: 1966/7 approximate year of manufacture 
Complete with Box and papers 
The Omega Speedmaster, born in 1957, is one of the most 
iconic wristwatches ever produced, the ST 105.003.65 is one 
of the most important Speedmasters, in existence. NASA 
selected this watch as the only survivor of the extreme tests 
conducted in 1964/65 that would qualify for manned space 
flights. Throughout all the Gemini missions, astronauts carried 
an ST 105.003.65
All provenance supplied by the original and only owner 
"Purchased 22-2-69 from a watch store in Romford Essex . 
Bought by my father for my 21st birthday present. 53 years ago 
I am 74 now . All original parts and bracelet carefully stored for 
25 years treasured as a family heirloom has all the original 
paperwork and box." £10,000-15,000

430 A lady's Tag Heuer Aqua Racer 300m, with a Swiss quartz 
movement in a 28mm steel case with a mother of pearl dial 
and luminous hands, the rotating bezel on a steel articulate 
strap with deployment buckle with safety catch. 
Model: WAF 1414 
Serial: REZ26916 
Waterproof: 300 Meters (Not tested) £100-150

431 An Omega Seamaster Aqua Terra 150m automatic Co-axial 
master chronometer Swiss movement with a steel 38mm case 
and blue dial with luminous hands and indexes with a date 
aperture at 6 o'clock, sapphire crystal exhibition case back and 
steel articulated bracelet with double deployment buckle. 
Model: 220.10.38.20.03.001 
Serial: 89747933 
Caliber: 8800 
Year: 2008+ 
Waterproof: 150m (Untested) £1,000-1,500
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432 An 18ct yellow gold Vacheron & Constantin Geneva ultra-thin 
wristwatch, with a 33mm case, gold dial and black Roman 
numerals on the original mesh bracelet with folding clasp. The 
manual winding caliber 1003 has a 31-hour power reserve and 
a thickness of 1.64 mm. This movement is certified with the 
Hallmark of Geneva. Total weight 61.6 grams £1,600-1,800

433 An 18ct gold Longines automatic ultra-thin wristwatch with a 
33.5mm octagonal case with a black dial and a diamond-set at 
12 o'clock with a date aperture at 3 o'clock with gold dot 
indexes and sapphire crystal glass on a black generic strap. 
Serial: 18479060 £700-900

434 A Davosa Argonautic Bg Gun divers watch with a Swiss 
automatic movement and a black dial with luminous indices 
and hands, ceramic rotating bezel on a gunmetal grey, 43mm 
steel case, with a gunmetal grey metal strap with an additional 
links and rubber strap included. 
Model: 161.523.50 
Serial: 6567-2824.5 0119 
Waterproof: 30ATM (not tested) 
Box and papers, addition rubber strap and links are included 
Total weight of item 190.7 grams £350-450

435 A Ladys Rolex 31 DateJust, with a Swiss-made automatic 
movement in a steel case measuring 31mm with a light 
cream/pink Rolex graphic dial, and date at 3 O'clock with 
cyclops on an oyster steel bracelet with folding clasp. 
Model: 78240 
Serial: K883535 
Year: 2001 
No box, no papers. £1,000-1,500

436 An Omega Seamaster Cosmic, with a Swiss hand-wound 
movement in a steel case measuring 35mm with a white worn 
deal on a generic metal strap. £250-350
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437 A lady's Longines DolceVita tank-style wristwatch with a quartz 
Swiss movement on a steel case measuring 20 x 25mm, a 
silver dial with roman numerals and seconds at 6 o'clock on a 
black leather strap with the original pin buckle 
L5.255.4 
44814872 £100-150

438 Three wristwatches that depict cartoon characters, the first 
being Tom from Tom and Jerry swinging a mallet in a steel 
case wristwatch measuring 32mm on a brown leather strap, 
the second being Snoopy swinging a tennis racket with a 
yellow dial in a steel case measuring 30mm on a brown leather 
strap, finally a quartz movement watch with Min Mouse in a gilt 
dial and case measuring 32mm. (3) £100-150

439 A 9 carat rose gold open faced pocket watch, white enamel 
dial, Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds at six o'clock. 
Keyless lever movement. Birmingham 1930 by Dennison; 
together with a gilt metal watch. (2) £200-300

440 A Gentlemen's Tiffany and Co. wristwatch with a Longines 
watch co. hand-wound Swiss-made movement in a curved art 
deco style rectangle case stamped 14kt measuring 25x34mm 
with a white dial and Arabic numerals and curved acrylic glass, 
on a brown leather strap 
Case number 49047 
Movement number: 4130740 £1,000-1,500

441 A diamond set Alfred Dunhill lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss-
made quartz movement in an 18ct yellow gold case measuring 
14mm with a diamond-set bezel with a diamond weight of 
0.65ct on an 18ct yellow gold bracelet with double deployment 
style clasp and extra links included 
Serial: 20010126 
Box and papers included 
Extra links included £2,500-3,500
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442 A Victorian silver gilt and ruby flash glass hip flask; pull-off 
beaker and bayonet cover engraved 'Jessie', in facsimile 
script. London 1882 by Frederic Purnell for Thornhill of New 
Bond Street. 14.2 cm high. Beaker 2.16 ozt. £100-150

443 A matched unboxed canteen for six persons of William IV 
silver Kings pattern dessert forks and spoons, London 1836 by 
William Eley and other makers and dates but matching design. 
Together with a part set of silver-plated fruit knives and forks 
with loaded silver handles. 26,4 ozt of weighable silver £250-
350

444 A set of six Victorian napkin rings, London 1882 by Mappin & 
Webb, with unusual annulated bodies. Together with other 
items including shell salts and spoons and a covered mustard 
and matching salt cellars and a silver paper-knife. 14.7 ozt 
gross weight. £100-150

445 An early 20th-century silver circular waiter, Chester 1904 by S. 
Blackensee. With moulded serpentine edge and engraved 
Barbour family crest with the legend "Nihilo Nisi Cruce" 
(Nothing unless by the cross) 10.3 ozt, 20.5 cm diameter. £100
-150

446 A small collection of hallmarked silver items to include a two 
bottle inkstand fitted with cut glass wells and other items 
including cream jug sugar bows and other items. 21.6 ozt. 
£100-200
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447 A set of four Victorian fiddle pattern silver tablespoons. London 
1888 by James Beebe together with other silver tablespoons of 
mixed date and makers, twelve in total. 28.5 ozt gross, weight. 
£200-300

448 A Victorian meat skewer, of traditional form with ring 
terminal.36cm length. London 1842 by Samuel Hayne and 
Dudley Carter; together with a silver mustard pot, circular 
(lacking liner) London 1947; a cigarette case 5 spot hammered 
teaspoons and a silver plated bowl by Elkington and Co.14ozt 
weighable. £100-150

449 A 20th century Scottish themed silver pepper mill. Sheffield 
1966 maker not identified, together with a silver table/ Sabbath 
bell hardstone inset pin box and a Melba toast rack. 13 ozt 
gross weight £100-200

450 A small collection of silver and plated wares including silver 
vesta, lady's mesh purse and other items, mixed dates and 
origins (16) 9.3 ozt of weighable silver. £100-150

451 A cased set of six silver seal top spoons, Birmingham 1939; 
together with a set of silver handled tea knives, four silver 
handled button hooks and a lady's silver pocket watch and 
associated long chain. (quantity) £80-120
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452 An early 20th-century heavy silver meat platter. Sheffield 1928 
by George Howson. with rope twist rim. 41 cm long x 29 cm 
wide. Together with other items of hallmarked silver and silver 
plated items. 51 ozt gross weight of weighable silver items. 
£150-250

453 Omar Ramsden. A large Arts and Crafts silver bowl; London 
1934; the circular melon fluted, spot hammered bowl with 
slightly domed centre and ribbed spacers between each panel. 
On four stylised scroll feet. Engraved to the base 'Omar 
Ramsden me fct'. 26cm diam. x 10. 5cm high. 60ozt. £2,500-
3,500

454 A matched set of six Victorian fiddle pattern silver forks and 
other silver flatware. A mixed collection. 30. ozt gross weight.
Private collection £200-300

455 A pair of George II style silver sauce boats, London 1911 by 
Gold & Silversmiths company. With open scroll handles feather 
gadrooned rims and hoof feet. 16 cm long x 8 cm wide. 
Together with other small items of silver including loaded 
dressing table candlesticks, Melba toast rack covered mustard 
and other items. 25.9 ozt gross weight. £150-250

456 A late Victorian silver cased carriage timepiece London 1897 
by Gold and Silversmiths company with folding "C" shaped 
bale handle above a cube-like body and compressed bun feet. 
In its own hinged Morocco covered travel case. 9.8 ozt gross 
weight of the timepiece 10 cm high x 5.5 cm wide x 4.4 cm 
deep. (Just the timepiece) £200-300
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457 A small collection of silver items including: 
Pair of candlesticks, weighted bases, Birmingham 1980, 
20cms high 
Britannia standard silver sugar castor, 1907, 15.5cms high, 
155 grams 
Russian 84 zolotniks baluster cream jug, Moscow marks for 
1875, 8cms high, 80 grams 
Scallop edge sugar bowl, stamped ‘925’, 14.5cms diameter, 
120 grams 
Pair of modern bottle coasters, wood bases, London 1977, 
13cms diameter 
White metal beaker, engraved 1915 
Cut glass jar with silver and enamel cover, hunting scene (af 
porcelain panel ) £300-400

458 Modern heavy-gauge Asprey silver circular "Armada" type 
dish, London 1991 by Asprey of London. 20 cm diameter, 
together with two sterling silver oval dishes. and a small helmet 
form cream jug. 25.4 ozt gross weight. £260-360

459 A 20th century silver cow creamer; of traditional form, the 
hinged cover with an applied bee. London 1958 by Richard 
Comyns fr William Comyns and Sons. 15cm length £200-300

460 A set for six heavy gauge silver triffid top fish knives and forks, 
London 1911 by R S. Garrard. Together with other silver 
flatware including spoons ivorine handled knives and forks and 
other items. 70 ozt gross weight, note this includes the ivorine 
handled items given their number within the lot. £300-500

461 An early 20th-century silver three-piece "Batchelor's" tea set 
London 1913 by Charles Edwards. Together with a silver 
su=gar basin helmet cream jug and a boat form basket. and 
other silver plated wares £200-300
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462 An early 20th century Neo-Classical heavy silver rectangular 
two handle tray. Sheffield 1914 by Cooper brothers. With cast 
and applied motifs and handles to the cartouch shaped body. 
74 ozt, 56 cm long x 35 cm wide x 3 cm deep. £700-900

463 A pair of Queen Anne style silver cafe aut lait pots, London 
1910 by William Comyns. Each with hinged high dome covers 
above typical side-mounted pearwood handles and wolf 
rampant crest (Sutherland ?) and moulded spreading bases. 
20.7 ozt gross weight. 19 cm height x 7 cm diameter. £250-350

464 An early 20th-century heavy gauge silver two-handed oval tray. 
Sheffield 1932 by Walker & Hall. With moulded rim set with the 
cast and applied Neoclassical motifs. 69.3 ozt 56 cm long x 38 
cm wide x 3 cm deep. £600-800

465 A pair of George III silver sauce ladles, a George III stilton 
scoop and a marrow scoop, the sauce ladles with shell bowls 
and bright-cut decoration, London 1805, the silver stilton scoop 
with ivory handle, Birmingham 1806 and the silver plated 
marrow scoop engraved with a lion head crest (3) £150-250

466 A pair of Old English pattern asparagus tongs, Sheffield 1932 
by Frank Cobb & Co. Together with a circular silver 
breadboard plate, "Lighthouse" sugar caster, oval silver 
breadbasket, a christening mug and a silver plated pepperette 
45.6 ozt gross weight. £250-350
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467 A George III silver salver; shaped circular with raised beaded 
border above a wreath chased band. The centre later chased 
with scrolls and foliage around two cartouches, one monogram 
engraved and one with a crest; on four ball and claw feet. 
London 1773 by Richard Rugg. 35.5cm diam. 41ozt £500-700

468 A George III silver wine coaster with reeded borders and lattice 
pierced sides, turned wooden base and crest engraved to 
centre, together with a silver trinket box with foliate border and 
ebonised interior, London 1908 by Mappin and Webb, a sugar 
sifter, a pair of napkin rings and a quantity of other silver and 
plate. 9ozt weighable £100-150

469 A George III silver Old English pattern soup ladle, London 
probably 1770 by T. Ellis. With shell moulded bowl. 5.13 ozt, 
35 cm long. £150-200

470 An unusual Probably Dutch late 19th century silver Punch and 
Judy hinged table box, bearing import marks for London 1891, 
embossed with Mr Punch and Mr Wolf performing in a booth 
with pierced stage aperture. 4.4 ozt, 6 cm wide x 12.5 cm high 
x 3.4 cm deep. £150-250

471 Quantity of Victorian and later teaspoons, Old English pattern 
and Fiddle pattern, sugar bows, pin dishes, and other items of 
silver plate items. 57 ozt gross weight of silver (including 
knives and forks with ivory handles) £200-300
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472 An Edwardian navette form pierced silver breadbasket. 
Chester 1902 by William Neale. With cast and applied "C" 
scroll rim above a pieced band of scrollwork . 13.5 ozt, 32.5 cm 
long x 18 cm wide x 6 cm overall height £250-350

473 A small collection of silver items including a 20th-century 
circular salver, London 1931 by Williams & Fullerton with 
applied moulded edge and four hoof feet, 20.5 cm diameter. 
Together with other items including Christening mug, spoons 
and flatware, bonbon dishes, cigarette box, sugar and cream 
basin and jug and other items. 43.3 of weighable silver 
excluding the wooden lined cigarette box and hand mirror. See 
condition report £300-500

474 A late Victorian silver four piece tea set; of panelled oval form 
with reeded loop handles and domed, hinged covers; foliate 
engraved throughout around vacant cartouches, on skirt feet. 
Sheffield 1901 by Harry Atkins Sheffield. 47ozt £500-700

475 A mixed quantity of fiddle thread and shell flatware; comprising 
five tablespoons, three London 1828 by the Lias Brothers; two 
London 1828 by William Chawner; together with four fiddle 
thread and shell pattern dessert forks. London 1817 by Eley 
and Fearn. - 24ozt £150-250

476 A small collection of silver items to include bonbon dish, wine 
coasters, suffer tray and other items. Mixed dates and makers 
29.4 gross weight of weighable silver £200-300
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477 A late Victorian silver "Batchelor's" tea pot, Chester 1897 and a 
matching two-handled sugar, together with a miniature silver 
kettle and other items of silver and plated wares. 20 ozt of 
weighable silver. £150-250

478 A fine quality Victorian Scottish silver Kings pattern soup ladle, 
Glasgow 1840 by John Murray & John Muir. Together with a 
possibly 1760s Old English pattern silver basting spoon. 12. 
ozt gross weight. 35 cm long the ladle £100-200

479 An early 20th century rectangular two well instant. London 
1913 by Heming & Co of London. With a pair of square 
inkwells with hinged covers and two pen recesses within 
gadrooned and plume borders, supported by four periwig scroll 
feet. Together with an associated silver dip pen. 23.5 ozt gross 
weight of weighable silver. 25 cm x 18 cm x 8 cm high £200-
300

480 A cased set of six early 20th-century silver napkin rings, 
Chester 1917 by John & William Deakin.Together with nine 
other loose silver napkin rings. of mixed form, dates and 
makers 12 ozt gross weight. £100-200

481 A presentation cased set for twelve late Victorian silver and 
mother of pearl fruit knives and forks, Sheffield 1897 By 
Creswick & Co. 18.8 ozt gross weight £200-300
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482 A small collection of cased silver teaspoons and a collection of 
silver-handled table knives, mixed dates and makers 6.8 ozt 
gross weight of weighable silver. £150-250

483 A matched pair of silver sauceboats, 1924 and 1925 both by 
Mackay & Chisholm. together with a similar silver sauceboat 
and a presentation cased six-piece table cruet set. 19.4 oz 
gross weight. £150-250

484 Aggregate for the following cutlery, in a mahogany, converted 
box - 
Five Old English pattern tablespoons, George III mixed dates, 
two mid 18th century smaller 
tablespoons, and four Old English pattern table forks 
Five Fiddle pattern tablespoons, William IV and Victoria, and 
ten Victorian silver dessert 
spoons, shell and fiddle table fork, and miscellaneous ivory 
handles knives . 
60.3 ozt gross weight of weighable silver. £600-800

485 An early 20th-century silver circular salver, Sheffield 1927 by 
BH. Abrahams (?) with moulded serpentine edge and 
supported by three "Parchment Scroll" feet. 13.9 ozt, 25 cm 
diameter.
Private estate £200-300

486 An Indian large white metal commemorative bowl on plinth. 
The large bulbous bowl profusely chased with bands of 
acanthus leaves and scrolling foliage, either side of a large 
central frieze depicting hunting scenes in high relief against a 
chased and engraved jungle background. 32cm diam x 24cm 
high. 60ozt. The ebonised wooden base with applied plaque 
engraved for the marriage of B H Hewitt in 1912 from the 
engineering Establishment Bombay Municipality. £300-500
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